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1.

INTRODUCTION

Imagine riding down the Schuylkill River Trail on your bike; cool breeze blowing on your
face, the smell of freshly cut grass. You notice some activity ahead. As you approach,
you see families picnicking, a group playing volleyball, and senior citizens relaxing on
benches. The SEPTA R6 train flies by. You stop and get off of your bike; there’s a
locker available where you can secure it. You notice office workers dining at outdoor
cafés and parents shopping with strollers. The backdrop of this scene is the beautiful
Schuylkill River. You’re in Norristown: a destination for residents and visitors.
Norristown has the potential to thrive once again as the County Seat of Montgomery
County and serve as a regional gateway. The riverfront is an opportunity for viable
development in concert with recreation. Lafayette Street is a chance at a new, thriving
corridor. Opportunities abound for incredible waterfront views, public access to the
Schuylkill, and a rebirth for Norristown.
Once a place of great civic pride, Norristown was, and remains, the County Seat of
Montgomery County. In addition to housing the County offices and the County
Courthouse, Norristown has an abundance of historic architecture. Like most boroughs
in the region, Norristown is arranged with a grid street pattern and a variety of older,
‘urban’ housing stock, including row houses, twins, and single-family dwellings.
Revitalization of Lafayette Street and the riverfront is imperative for Norristown Borough,
neighboring Plymouth Township, and all of Montgomery County.
Many of what were once vibrant, water-dependent commercial and industrial properties
now lie dilapidated or abandoned. Many unsightly and odoriferous uses remain on the
waterfront, blocking public access and
views to the water. These uses pose
environmental contamination concerns and
have contributed to Norristown’s poor
image and history of decline. Additionally,
PECO’s 230kv lines hang overhead, a
height
and
safety
challenge
for
redevelopment.
The Norristown riverfront once benefited
from its transportation advantage as the
crossroads of major rail and shipping lines.
Today, Norristown is well positioned to
again realize this transportation advantage
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as it lies at the junction of SEPTA’s R6 regional rail line, SEPTA’s Route 100 trolley line,
several bus lines, the Schuylkill River Trail, and a future interchange with the
Pennsylvania Turnpike. The location of the R6 rail tracks along the river presents
challenging access limitations; however, the opportunity exists to develop creative
solutions to reconnect the public to the waterfront.
It is not uncommon for waterfront industries to develop to meet economic demands with
the absence of planning and zoning as a guide. The most profitable land uses today,
including recreational opportunities and public waterfront access, should not be pursued
at the expense of public good. It is possible to pursue profitable redevelopment projects
in concert with public access and amenities.
1.1

Study Purpose

Lafayette Street Transportation Improvements Project1
In 2000, the Montgomery County Planning Commission initiated what was to become
the Lafayette Street Corridor Project, a study to improve vehicular access to the
Borough of Norristown’s riverfront. The County selected the consultant team of
McMahon Associates, Inc., Simone Jaffe Collins and Skelly and Loy, Inc. to perform an
evaluation of alternatives to enhance vehicular accessibility to the riverfront area from
the major arterials surrounding the Norristown area for the Montgomery County
Planning Commission. The goals of this evaluation were to develop alternatives to
improve access to both the riverfront and the Norristown Borough area, by identifying
measures to improve the capacity of the current roadway network and introduce new
access opportunities to the adjacent arterial highways, while considering potential Rightof-Way and environmental impact.
The critical access points for efficient and effective movement of vehicular traffic to and
from the redevelopment area were identified as the Dannehower Bridge at Lafayette
Street, direct access to the Pennsylvania Turnpike via slip-ramps, and the extension of
Lafayette Street to Conshohocken Road/PA Turnpike slip ramps. Various options at
each of the key access points were evaluated based on a variety of factors including:
the redevelopment options for the riverfront area, the potential land uses in the area,
physical constraints of improvements, environmental issues, and design constraints.

1

Information on Lafayette Street Transportation Improvements Project taken directly from Montgomery County’s
Lafayette Street Transportation Improvements website
(http://www.montcopa.org/plancom/Lafayette_Web/project_history.htm)
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The consultant team recommended that further preliminary design engineering services
and environmental documentation be performed to determine one alternative at each of
the key access points that will meet the project needs and objectives.
Following meetings with the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, the
Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission, and the Delaware Valley Regional Planning
Commission, the Lafayette project was placed on the FY 2001 Transportation
Improvement Program (TIP) and funding was allocated for preliminary engineering and
environmental studies. In 2001, the Montgomery County Planning Commission
selected McCormick, Taylor, & Associates, Inc., in association with DMJM/F.R. Harris,
Inc., Traffic Planning and Design, Inc., Vibra-Tech Engineers, Inc., Applied Geoscience
and Engineering, Inc., Synterra, Ltd., and Pinto Engineering, Inc., to carry out this task,
which has been named the Lafayette Street Transportation Improvements Project.
Lafayette Street Land Use Access Study
Based on the changes occurring under the Lafayette Street Transportation
Improvements Project, redevelopment and revitalization of the project area will be
necessary to promote the successful development of Norristown. This need for guided
development led to the Lafayette Street Land Use Access Study, the results of which
are included in this report. Given the history of the site and existing constraints, this
document provides a realistic and achievable plan to ensure success.
The purpose of the Lafayette Street Land Use Access Study is to evaluate the land use
and access issues facing Norristown Borough and Plymouth Township along the
Schuylkill River. Conducted by Edwards and Kelcey, with the support of A.D. Marble &
Company, and in concert with a steering committee, the study is divided into three
major sections: Existing Conditions, Land Use, and Access.




The Existing Conditions section discusses the natural and cultural resources
found in the project area. It also includes an analysis of buildable land within the
project area.
The Land Use section provides a series of land use recommendations,
development guidelines, and proposed regulatory changes.
The Access section discusses riverfront access, as well as access control along
Lafayette Street.
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1.2

Steering Committee

In the Fall of 2005, a Steering Committee was convened to provide direction and
feedback on the planning process. Members of the Steering Committee included
representatives from the following agencies:
 Montgomery County Planning Commission
 Montgomery County Redevelopment Authority
 Norristown Borough
 Plymouth Township
The Steering Committee assisted with the
initial visioning process for the study and
developed the following goal statements:
 Improve traffic circulation by
accommodating local and regional
traffic.
 Increase on-street and off-street
parking along Lafayette Street.
 Transform Lafayette Street into a
walkable, tree-lined street.
Steering Committee Surveying the Schuylkill
 Provide active/passive waterfront
recreation opportunities.
 Create physical and visual access to the waterfront.
 Generate new economic activity including residential and office development.
 Preserve the first 60 feet of the waterfront for public access/space.
These goal statements provide the foundation for the land use and access
recommendations discussed in this report.
1.3

Public Input

With the assistance of the Steering Committee, Edwards and Kelcey conducted two
public workshops, one in February 2006 and one in May 2006. Full reports
summarizing the public workshops can be found in Appendix A.
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2.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

The Lafayette Street Land Use Access Study Area, located in Norristown Borough and
a portion of Plymouth Township, extends from the banks of Stoney Creek to the west to
Conshohocken Road to the east, a distance of approximately 1.5 miles (Figure 1). The
area is bound by the commercial and residential Main Street to the north and the
Schuylkill River to the south. This study area includes light and heavy industry,
residential and commercial properties, and a variety of transportation corridors, such as
S.R. 0202, the SEPTA R6 railway, and the scenic Schuylkill River and Chester Valley
trails.
This study focuses on identifying natural and cultural resources within the project area
to assist in the redevelopment and revitalization of the Norristown waterfront. This
section describes the natural and cultural resources present in the corridor as identified
during secondary source reviews (mapping, historical documentation, etc., as
referenced in Appendix B.5) and windshield surveys conducted during November 2005.
It should be noted that the project location map identifies a primary and a secondary
study area. The primary study area is the initial study area that includes the area
between Lafayette Street and the waterfront. The secondary study area, which includes
the commercial and residential Main Street, was added to highlight important access
points to the primary study area.
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2.1

Surface Water Resources

Streams and Waterways
The Schuylkill River is the prominent waterway within the project area, extending
approximately 2,500 meters (8,200 ft) from the confluence of Stoney Creek to
Conshohocken Road. There are two streams within the project area—Stoney Creek
and Sawmill Run—which both flow in a southern direction through the project area
(Figure 2). Due to the highly urbanized nature of the study area, both creeks are
channelized, with Sawmill Run disappearing within a culvert through most of the study
area.
Information about each stream and their Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection (PADEP) Chapter 93 water quality classifications are listed below (Table 1).
Table 1: Streams and Rivers within Study Area.
Stream/
Length within
PADEP Chapter 93
Stream
River Name
Primary and
Classification
Secondary
Study Areas (ft)
Schuylkill
8,200
WWF
River
Stoney
1,200
TSF
Creek
Sawmill Run
1,200
WWF

PA Fish and Boat
Commission Trout
Stocked Waters
No
Yes
No

A Warm Water Fishes (WWF) designation means that the waterway is maintained for
the propagation of fish species and additional flora and fauna, which are indigenous to a
warm water habitat. The Trout Stocking (TSF) designation means that the waterway is
stocked with trout from February 15 to July 31 and maintained for the propagation of
fish species and additional flora and fauna, which also are indigenous to a warm water
habitat.
There are no lakes or ponds within the project area.
Wetlands
A review of the National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) mapping revealed that there is one
wetland in the primary study area, no wetlands within the secondary project area, and
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riverine wetlands located within the Schuylkill River corridor. The wetland within the
primary project area is approximately 0.08 hectare (0.21 ac) in area and is classified as
a palustrine unconsolidated sandy wetland (PUB2x). However, this wetland is located
in a quarry and, according to local officials, has been altered and filled. As such, it is
not indicated on the Water Resources Map (Figure 2). The wetlands associated with
the Schuylkill River are all classified as riverine lower perennial unconsolidated bottom
wetlands (R2UB). These wetlands also are depicted on the Water Resources map
(Figure 2).
Additional wetland areas were not observed within the project area during a windshield
survey. However, following the selection of projects within the study area, a formal
wetland survey will be required for any selected sites since the NWI data typically is
outdated and may not reflect all wetlands currently located in a specific area.
Floodplains
Floodplains provide a myriad of functions, including storing storm flow, reducing the
intensity of flood events, recharging groundwater, providing habitat for riparian species,
and protecting property of local residents. A preliminary review of Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRM) for the study area
was conducted to determine floodplain location. Floodplains are associated with the
Schuylkill River and its two tributaries, Stoney Creek and Sawmill Run. The FEMA
floodway and 100-year floodplain boundaries are depicted on the Water Resources map
(Figure 2).
Surface waters are regulated by federal and state agencies in order to maintain the
various essential functions and values aquatic resources provide.
As such,
development that impacts streams, wetlands, and floodplains may require Section 404
and state stream encroachment permits prior to construction. In addition, when impacts
to these resources are significant, new projects may require mitigation. Therefore, it is
recommended that measures be taken to avoid or minimize impacts to these resources.
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2.2

Groundwater Resources

According to the Pennsylvania Ground Water Information System (PaGWIS), there are
four wells within the project area: three in the primary and one in the secondary study
area. Two were derived from the Water Well Inventory (WWI), a database created by
the Pennsylvania Geological Survey to manage data supplied to them by water well
drillers. The other two were derived from the Ground Water Site Inventory (GWSI), a
database that is part of the United States Geological Survey's (USGS’s) WATSTORE
system, a national database used to manage water data. These wells are all private
and are either inactive or are not withdrawal wells. They are not indicated on the Water
Resources map, as they are not public wells protected by the wellhead protection
program.
Groundwater plays an essential role in the supply of clean, potable water. As part of the
1996 Safe Drinking Water Act and Pennsylvania’s Source Water Assessment and
Protection Program, source water assessments have been conducted to determine the
susceptibility of public water system water sources to potential sources of
contamination. Therefore, if impacts occur near public wells, coordination with PADEP
will be required to limit contamination of local drinking water.
2.3

Soils

Soils are categorized by their suitability for cultivation, susceptibility to erosion,
permeability, and location within the landscape. These soil characteristics often dictate
their compatibility with various types of land uses. A review of the soils associated with
the primary and secondary study areas indicates that there are only four main soil
types: three are categorized as Made Land (MeB, Mc, Mb) and one is Edgemont
channery loam (EcC2) (Figure 3, Table 2). These soil types are not classified as hydric;
therefore, they typically will not contain wetland areas. EcC2 is classified as farmland of
statewide importance, indicating that it is suitable for the production of food, feed, fiber,
forage, and oilseed crops. However, this soil type is located on the existing East
Norriton/Plymouth/Whitpain Joint Sewer Authority property and is currently maintained
as a landscaped lawn and the location of settling ponds. Ninety-eight percent of the
soils within the study area are classified as Made Land; therefore, the majority of the
project area already is suitable for development and should not pose a compatibility
issue for any proposed waterfront projects.
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Table 2: Soil Types within the Lafayette Street Primary and Secondary Study Areas.
Soil Type
Description
Prime Farmland
Acres
Made Land, shale and sandstone
No
215.29
MeB
materials, sloping
No
16.13
Mc (Clean Fill)
Made Land, limestone materials
Made Land, land fill and sediment
No
2.99
Mb
basins
Edgemont channery loam, 8 to 15
Farmland of
percent slopes, moderately
statewide
4.33
EcC2
eroded
importance
Total land in
238.74
study area
2.4

Threatened and Endangered Species

The project area consists of a highly urbanized industrial and residential section of
Norristown. As a result, there are few tracts of forest or open space land that can
support wildlife. To determine the presence of threatened and endangered species
within the project area, the Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory (PNDI)
Environmental Review Tool was used to identify species of concern listed on the
Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission (PAFBC), PNDI, Pennsylvania Game
Commission (PGC), and United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) databases.
The database review was conducted on November 28, 2005. A response is provided in
Appendix B. The results of this review suggest that further correspondence must be
made with the USFWS, PAFBC and the PNDI. Letters were sent to these agencies to
request any further guidance on threatened and endangered species in the project area,
and the response letters are included in Appendix B. The DCNR and USFWS
responses indicate projects within the project study areas will not result in impacts to
threatened and endangered species, however, the response from the PFBC indicates
that the state threatened red-bellied turtle (Pseudemys rubriventris) may be present
within the vicinity of the project study area. The turtles’ habitats generally are located in
relatively large, deep streams and rivers, such as the Schuylkill, and may be impacted
by disturbance associated with projects along the waterfront.
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2.5

Hazardous Waste

On November 18, 2005, A.D. Marble & Company performed a preliminary analysis to
identify potential waste sites of concern within the primary and secondary study area.
Potential waste sites of concern consist of underground storage tanks, waste disposal
sites, and areas with soil contamination and surface water runoff. The preliminary field
reconnaissance identified 34 potential waste sites of concern. Within the primary and
secondary study areas, these sites include, but are not limited to, manufacturing
facilities, commercial properties, waste transfer and recycling centers, shipping and
receiving operations, vacant land, water treatment facilities, and auto repair shops. The
location of each site is displayed in Figure 4.
In addition to the preliminary field view, an environmental database provided by
INFOMAP Technologies Inc., an Environmental FirstSearch Network, was reviewed.
Potential hazardous waste sites provided by this database are displayed in Figure 4. It
should be noted that these locations are approximate, based on information provided by
INFOMAP Technologies and have not been field verified. The INFOMAP locations are
based on addresses that are sometimes inaccurate or missing. In this context, the
database serves as a key to the location of clusters of hazardous waste concerns on a
macro-level. When specific projects are identified within the project area, these sites
should be field verified to confirm the presence or absence of hazardous waste. Finally,
brownfield sites listed by PA SiteFinder, the PADEP's Land Recycling Program website,
have been added to Figure 4. According to their website, they serve as a ‘one-stopshop’ for brownfield buyers and sellers. The website compiles the necessary
information and resources so citizens can recycle real estate into a sound investment.
In order to develop an understanding of the costs associated with developing a site, it is
critical to identify any hazardous waste concerns. For example, soil testing, debris
removal, groundwater testing, and excavation all may be required if the site has been
contaminated. The data provided serves as part of the Phase 1 Environmental Site
Assessment required to identify potential concerns. If projects are selected on or near
potential waste sites of concern, additional measures may be required to alleviate these
concerns prior to construction activities.
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2.6

Community Resources

Community resources in the project area were identified using secondary source
information and a field view conducted on November 18, 2005. These facilities include,
but are not limited to, schools, parks and trails, courthouses, community centers, health
care facilities, and churches. The names and locations of these facilities are shown in
Figure 5.
This information is essential in understanding the services available to the local
community and will assist in the evaluation of the effects of transportation or commercial
development (e.g. noise pollution) on the community’s quality of life. With this
knowledge, projects can be proposed that not only limit impacts, but also enhance the
community’s economic and social resources. For example, the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) has established noise level guidelines for different land use
activities. These guidelines are based on the type of receptor site; such as the
community resources listed above, and defines noise as an unwanted sound. The
community resources identified in this section fall into Category B (e.g., residences,
schools, places of worship, and recreational areas), which requires that noise levels
exterior to these receptors be maintained below 67dBA (Table 3).
Table 3: Noise Level Criteria for Considering Barriers.
Leq(h)1
Land Use Category
(dBA)
Description of Land Use Category
Lands on which serenity and quiet are of
extraordinary significance and serve an important
public need and where the preservation of those
qualities is essential if the area is to continue to
57
serve its intended purpose.
A
(Exterior)
Picnic areas, recreation areas, playgrounds,
67
active sports areas, parks, residences, motels,
B
(Exterior)
hotels, schools, churches, libraries, and hospitals.
72
Developed lands, properties, or activities not
C
(Exterior)
included in Categories A or B above.
D
—
Undeveloped lands.
Residences, motels, hotels, public meeting
52
rooms, schools, churches, libraries, hospitals, and
E
(Interior)
auditoriums.
1
Leq(h): is the constant, average sound level, which over a period of time contains the same amount of sound energy
as varying levels of, for example, traffic noise. http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/probresp.htm
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2.7

Cultural Resources

This document identifies resources located within the project corridor, roughly bounded
by Main Street to the north, Conshohocken Road to the east, the Schuylkill River to the
south, and Stoney Creek to the west, that are listed in or determined eligible for listing in
the National Register of Historic Places. A review of files located at the Pennsylvania
Historic Museum Commission’s Bureau for Historic Preservation (PHMC-BHP) revealed
12 resources within the project corridor that were previously determined eligible for
listing or listed in the National Register of Historic Places. This review also identified
one previous study conducted by McCormick, Taylor and Associates in 2003-2004 that
included the study area (S.R. 9102, Section MG1 Lafayette Street Improvement
Project). The attached map includes National Register boundaries for the previously
determined eligible or listed resources (Figure 6).
National Register of Historic Places
A resource generally qualifies for listing in the National Register of Historic Places if it:
1) is 50 years in age or older;
2) retains sufficient integrity to convey its significance; and
3) is significant under one of the National Register Criteria.
The National Register Criteria describe how properties are significant for their
association with a significant event (Criterion A) or a significant person (Criterion B), as
distinctive characteristics of an architectural style or construction type or if it is the work
of a master (Criterion C), and/or for potential to yield important information (Criterion D)
(National Register Bulletin, How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation).
Based on the results of a windshield survey in November 2005, no additional resources
of 50 years in age appear to be potentially eligible under Criterion C within the study
area. Background research would be required to investigate the National Register
eligibility of these resources under Criteria A, B, or D.
Central Norristown Historic District
The Central Norristown Historic District includes over 1,900 structures in an irregularly
shaped area of approximately 40 square blocks in the Borough of Norristown.
Extending eastward from Stoney Creek/Markley Street, the district encompasses “the
material diversity of a 19th-and early 20th-century Pennsylvania industrial town” (National
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Historic Name
Globe Knitting Mills
Reading Screw Company
Jamison's Mill
Philadelphia & Western Railway Station/Norristown Transportation Center
James Hooven Mansion/Masonic Temple
Bank of Montgomery County/Kaplan Property
Odd Fellows Building/Holmes Property
Pennsylvania Railroad-Schuylkill Division; Schuylkill River Trail
Philadelphia, Germantown & Norristown Railroad/Norristown Junction Railroad
Norristown & Main Line Connecting Railroad
Philadelphia & Western Railway
Central Norristown Historic District
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Register of Historic Places Inventory Form, Central Norristown Historic District). The
district includes three contiguous and interdependent areas: the core of the old business
and government center, the nineteenth-century residential district to the north and
northeast, and “Sandy Hill,” a residential area comprised of nineteenth-century
mansions, and later, row and semi-detached buildings. The Central Norristown Historic
District was listed in the National Register of Historic Places on November 23, 1984.
James Hooven Mansion/Masonic Temple
This three-story, five-bay, brick Italianate structure was built ca. 1869 for James
Hooven, a prominent and well-known mid- to late-nineteenth-century citizen of
Norristown. Following his death, the building was sold to the Trustees of Charity Lodge
on September 9, 1896 in consideration for $18,000. The Masonic Lodge used the
Hooven Mansion as their headquarters until 1984 (National Register of Historic Places
Inventory Form, James Hooven Mansion). The James Hooven Mansion/Masonic
Temple was determined individually eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic
Places on September 26, 1986.
Odd Fellows Building/Holmes Property
Designed in the Beaux Arts style in 1904, the three-story brick building at 230 W. Main
Street features quoins and ornamental stone on the façade. The building served as a
Lodge for the International Order of Odd Fellows (IOOF) until 1978. The Odd Fellows
Building was determined eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places on
February 6, 2004 for its association with the development of the IOOF in Norristown and
for its Beaux Arts Architecture (Pennsylvania Historic Resource Survey Form [PHRS],
Odd Fellows Building/Holmes Property).
Norristown and Main Line Connecting Railroad
The Norristown and Main Line Connecting Railroad links the Philadelphia, Germantown
and Norristown (PG&N) Railroad/Norristown Junction Railroad on the north side of the
Schuylkill River in Norristown Borough to the Philadelphia and Western Railroad Main
Line on the south side of the Schuylkill River in Upper Merion Township. Crossing
Barbadoes Island at grade, the line is carried over the Schuylkill River by two circa1902-1903 thru-girder railroad bridges. The approximately 1,066 meters (3,500-ft) short
line began operations on September 20, 1903 (PHRS Form, Norristown and Main Line
Connecting Railroad). The Norristown and Main Line Connecting Railroad was
determined eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places on June 21,
2004.
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Jamison’s Mill
Built in 1837, the core of Jamison’s Mill is a four-story, stucco-covered, stone structure.
Additions erected in 1844, ca. 1860, and ca. 1890 form the buildings current “U” shape.
Jamison’s cotton spinning and weaving factory was one of three Norristown mills in
operation in 1837. Later owned by Woodstock Mills in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth century and by Edwin and Louis Bry in the early to mid-twentieth century, the
mill continued operations until 1950. Presently, the mill complex is occupied by a
variety of commercial and light industrial tenants. Jamison’s Mill was determined
eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places on October 16, 2003 for its
roles as one of Norristown’s major industries during the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries (PHRS Form, Jamison’s Mill).
Globe Knitting Mills
Originally comprised of three buildings, only two buildings associated with the Globe
Knitting Mills remain extant today (680-694 E. Main Street). Built concurrently in 1898
and designed by Hales & Ballinger, the three-story brick “Main Building” and the one- to
two-story “Oxidizing Building/Dye House” reflect the “scale, massing and construction
technologies typical of late nineteenth century industrial sites” (National Register of
Historic Places Inventory Form, Globe Knitting Mills). The mill continued operations
until August 1958. Since its subdivision, the “Main Building” has served as a warehouse
and office space, while the “Oxidizing Building/Dye House” has been owned by a
plumbing supply company. Globe Knitting Mills was listed in the National Register of
Historic Places on January 31, 2003.
Reading Screw Company
Erected ca. 1910, the three-story brick building with a four-story brick tower located at
its northwestern corner served as operations for the Reading and American Screw
Companies in the early to mid-twentieth century. The building features Italianate and
Colonial Revival architectural elements. Since 1958, the building has changed
ownership numerous times and currently is home to Positran Manufacturing, Inc.
(Pennsylvania Historic Resource Survey Form, Reading Screw Company). The
Reading Screw Company was determined eligible for listing in the National Register of
Historic Places on October 17, 2003.
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Pennsylvania Railroad—Schuylkill Valley Division
Construction on this railroad line began in 1882 under the ownership of three different
railroad companies. Reorganized as the Schuylkill Valley Company in 1883, the line
connecting Reading and Philadelphia was completed in 1884. Roughly paralleling the
Schuylkill River, the line connected Montgomery County communities such as
Pottstown, Norristown, and Conshohocken, and served their industrial interests.
Portions of this line now serve as a recreational trail as part of the Rails to Trails
program (PHRS Form, Pennsylvania Railroad—Schuylkill Valley Division).
The
Pennsylvania Railroad—Schuylkill Valley Division was determined eligible for listing in
the National Register of Historic Places on March 16, 2004.
Philadelphia, Germantown and Norristown (PG&N) Railroad/Norristown Junction
Railroad
Although operations of the PG&N Railroad began in 1832, the connection to Norristown
was not completed until 1835. Paralleling the north side of the Schuylkill River in
Norristown, the line encouraged industrial development in the communities it served.
Later, in 1880, the Norristown Junction Railroad was incorporated to connect the PG&N
at its western terminus (west of Barbadoes Street in Norristown) to the Stoney Creek
Railroad near Marshall Street. When completed, this connection “improved the
circulation system controlled by the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad in Montgomery
County” (PHRS Form, PG&N Railroad/Norristown Junction Railroad). Today, the lines
serve the R6 Route of the Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority
(SEPTA). The PG&N Railroad/Norristown Junction Railroad was determined eligible for
listing in the National Register of Historic Places on May 19, 2003.
Philadelphia & Western Railway
Today, this high-speed line (SEPTA Route 100) extends between Philadelphia’s 69th
Street Station and the circa-1986 Norristown Transportation Center. The line once
extended to a railroad station at the corner of Main and Swede Streets, although the
trestle between the 1931 station and the circa-1980 building has been removed. The
Philadelphia & Western Railway was determined eligible for listing in the National
Register of Historic Places on June 21, 2004.
Philadelphia & Western Railway Station/Norristown Transportation Center
In 1931, the Philadelphia & Western Railway erected a station at the southeast corner
of Main and Swede Streets in Norristown. The three-story brick building has a stone
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façade with Art Deco elements. The building ceased to serve as a transportation center
when it was replaced by a newer structure to the south in the 1980s (PHMC Building
File, Philadelphia & Western Railway Station).
Today, the building has been
rehabilitated and is used for offices of the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection (PADEP). The Philadelphia & Western Railway Station was determined
eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places on January 8, 1991.
Bank of Montgomery County/Kaplan Property
The two-and-one-half-story brick building with marble façade is located at 110 W. Main
Street. Built in 1854, the Greek revival structure features a front gable pedimented roof
and a full-façade porch supported by four fluted, Roman Doric columns. Throughout its
history, the name of the bank changed several times. Other incorporations included
Montgomery National Bank (1865) and Philadelphia National Bank (1954). The building
ceased bank operations ca. 1995 (PHRS Form, Bank of Montgomery County). The
building embodies distinctive characteristics of Greek revival architecture and was
determined eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places on February 6,
2004.
Section 4(f) Resources
Section 4(f) Resources are properties that function or are designed as a public park,
recreation area, wildlife and waterfowl refuge, or historic or archeological site in or
eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places. When a use, actual or
constructive, direct or visual, of a resource is identified as resulting from a potential
project (e.g., roadway improvements), a Section 4(f) Evaluation must be performed to
ensure that a feasible and prudent alternative is pursued. If impacts occur to a Section
4(f) resource, the goal becomes minimization of harm to the resource as a result of the
project.
The resources listed in the Community Resource and the Historic Resource section are
all potential Section 4(f) Resources. As projects are selected within the project corridor,
impacts to historic resources or parks and recreational areas will need to be evaluated
to determine if they result in the use of a Section 4(f) resource.
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2.8

Socio-Economic Data

United States Census Data from 2000 was used to obtain information about the
community within the project area. The project area is comprised of census tracts
2039.01 and 2039.02. The tables below (Tables 4 to 7) show information for the two
census tracts, as well as Montgomery County, for comparison. The tables include
information about race, income, poverty, and industry within the study area. It should
be noted that the entire project area (primary and secondary) does not encompass the
entirety of either of these census tracts. Therefore, the numbers and percentages of
each category that actually exist in the project area will differ. However, the benefit of
reviewing this census tract data is in developing an initial idea of the race and income of
the local area, the types of employment they have (local or regional depending on the
industries present in the project area), and the level of poverty within the study area.
Table 4: Race.

Race
White
Black or African
American
American Indian and
Alaska Native
Asian
Native Hawaiian and
Other Pacific Islander
Some other race
Two or more races
Hispanic or Latino (of
any race)

Montgomery
County
Number Percent
648,510
86.5

Census Tract
2039.01
Number Percent
731
23.6

Census Tract
2039.02
Number Percent
1,220
43.8

55,969

7.5

1,861

60

1,133

40.7

848
30,191

0.1
4

14
41

0.5
1.3

4
155

0.1
5.6

255
5,598
8,726

0
0.7
1.2

0
346
108

0
11.2
3.5

1
176
96

0
6.3
3.4

15,300

2

712

23

415

14.9
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Table 5: Income Levels.

Total Number of
Families
Income Levels
Less than $10,000
$10,000 to $14,999
$15,000 to $24,999
$25,000 to $34,999
$35,000 to $49,999
$50,000 to $74,999
$75,000 to $99,999
$100,000 to $149,999
$150,000 to $199,999
$200,000 or more
Median family income
(dollars)

Montgomery
County
Number Percent

Census Tract
2039.01
Number Percent

Census Tract
2039.02
Number Percent

198,871

100

1,054

100

1,236

100

3,734
2,947
10,580
14,499
25,384
46,646
36,010
33,373
11,717
13,981

1.9
1.5
5.3
7.3
12.8
23.5
18.1
16.8
5.9
7

190
101
246
158
138
139
35
38
0
9

18
9.6
23.3
15
13.1
13.2
3.3
3.6
0
0.9

257
119
227
150
268
120
40
37
10
8

20.8
9.6
18.4
12.1
21.7
9.7
3.2
3
0.8
0.6

72,183

N/A

23,810

N/A

25,658

N/A

Table 6: Poverty Levels.
Individuals below the
poverty level
Percent below poverty
level

Montgomery
County

Census Tract
2039.01

Census Tract
2039.02

32,215

N/A

955

N/A

672

N/A

N/A

4.4

N/A

31.1

N/A

23.7
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Table 7: Industry.

Industry
Agriculture, forestry,
fishing and hunting,
and mining
Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Transportation and
warehousing, and
utilities
Information
Finance, insurance,
real estate, and rental
and leasing
Professional, scientific,
management,
administrative, and
waste management
services
Educational, health and
social services
Arts, entertainment,
recreation,
accommodation and
food services
Other services (except
public administration)
Public administration

Montgomery
County
Number Percent

Census Tract
2039.01
Number Percent

Census Tract
2039.02
Number Percent

1,039
21,691
57,831
15,069
43,445

0.3
5.6
15
3.9
11.3

17
69
151
51
176

1.3
5.2
11.4
3.9
13.3

11
54
149
60
183

0.9
4.6
12.8
5.2
15.7

12,384
13,412

3.2
3.5

66
28

5
2.1

40
15

3.4
1.3

38,494

10

98

7.4

107

9.2

49,471

12.9

217

16.4

97

8.3

83,269

21.6

191

14.5

173

14.8

20,902

5.4

178

13.5

124

10.6

17,220
10,461

4.5
2.7

44
35

3.3
2.6

107
45

9.2
3.9
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2.9

Land Use/Land Cover

The existing land use has been inventoried using GIS data supplied by the Montgomery
County Planning Commission (2004) and is displayed in Figure 7. Table 8 summarizes
the existing land use in the project primary and secondary study areas. The primary
study area is dominated by undefined (railroads, roadways, parking), utilities (PECO
Power lines), and industrial land uses. The secondary study area is comprised of
primarily undefined (roadways, parking), retail (commercial) and mixed use (mix of
commercial/residential).
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Primary Study Area Land Use
Land Use
Acreage Percentage
Industrial
21.89
13.70%
Institutional
5.60
3.50%
Mixed Use
0.33
0.21%
Multifamily
3.45
2.16%
Office
6.50
4.07%
Public Open Space
0.27
0.17%
Retail
2.84
1.78%
Undefined
92.88
58.12%
Undeveloped
1.56
0.97%
Utilities
24.50
15.33%
Total
159.82
100.00%
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Review of orthophotography reveals
Land Use type may include Parking Lots,
Vacant Land, Utilities, Open Space, and
Transportation.
Source: A.D. Marble Field Survey November 2005;
Montgomery County Planning Commission;
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Table 8. Land Use/Land Cover in the Lafayette Street Access Study Corridor.
Number of
Properties

Land Use/Land Cover

Acreage

Primary Study Area
Industrial

33

21.89

Institutional

4

5.60

Mixed Use

1

0.33

Multifamily

4

3.45

Office

3

6.50

Public Open Space

2

0.27

Retail

12

2.84

Undefined

58

92.88

Undeveloped

3

1.56

Utilities

37

24.50

Total

159.82

Secondary Study Area
Industrial

25

7.72

Institutional

6

1.37

Mixed Use

103

11.21

Multifamily

4

0.32

Office

5

0.80

Public Open Space

5

0.61

Retail

41

11.27

Single-Family Attached

138

5.15

Single-Family Detached

15

0.70

Twin / Duplex

27

1.28

Undefined

95

36.39

Undeveloped

43

4.36

Total
Total Study Area

81.18
241.00

Coupled with the zoning data provided below, this data will be used to identify land for
development and revitalization of the Schuylkill River waterfront.
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2.10

Zoning

Zoning plays an integral role in the development and implementation of projects within
the project study area. Currently, the Norristown Department of Planning and Municipal
Development is encouraging a revitalization of the Norristown waterfront in accordance
with the Comprehensive Plan, the 5-Year Consolidated Plan, the Norristown Economic
Revitalization Strategy, and the Riverfront Redevelopment Plan for the Riverfront Area.
The existing zoning map of the project area provides guidance on the types of projects
that will complement these development strategies (Figure 8).
Current zoning regulations were reviewed to identify possible amendments needed to
implement the land use recommendations described below. Current zoning within the
primary study area, as illustrated in Figure 8, includes Light Industrial, Heavy Industrial,
Residential, Town Center, and Recreation. The secondary study area includes zoning
for Light Industrial, Commercial, Town Center, Recreation, and Neighborhood
Commercial.
Base Zoning
Generally, the residential zones located within the primary and secondary study allow
single family detached, single family attached and low-rise multi-family dwellings. For
more specific information regarding residential districts please see Article VII – R-S
Residence District and Article VIII – GA Residence District of the Borough of Norristown
Code.
The Town Center (TC) designation is intended to encourage uses compatible with the
historic character of the downtown. The TC district encourages pedestrian-oriented
uses as well as office, cultural, residential, and other related uses. New buildings within
the TC district must preserve the streetscape and be built to the sidewalk. Maximum
building height within this district is 10 stories. (See Norristown Code Article X for more
details.)
The purpose of the Neighborhood Commercial (N-C) District is to allow retail and
service businesses to be located in a manner convenient for the immediate
neighborhood. In addition, the N-C district is intended to encourage the development of
mixed use buildings that include commercial uses on the street floor and residential
above. (See Norristown Code Article XII for more details.)
The Light Industrial (LI) and the Heavy Industrial (HI) Districts establish standards for
the size and height of buildings and the operation of industries to minimize impacts such
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as traffic congestion, pollution, and safety hazards. (See Norristown Code Article XIV
and XV for more details.)
The Recreation District allows land to be used and structures built for uses including
golf courses, tennis courts, swimming pools, ice-skating rinks, marinas, playing fields, or
similar recreational uses conducted out of doors. (See Norristown Code Article XVI for
more details.)
Overlay Zoning
In addition, two overlay districts are in place. Unified Development District I (UDO I)
covers the majority of the primary and secondary study areas. UDO I extends from
Stoney Creek at the western most boundary of the study area east to the Norristown
municipal boundary with Plymouth. Unified Development District II (UDO II) is within the
secondary study beginning near Green Street and extending east past Ford Street.
A technical analysis of the current site and development standards was conducted by
the Montgomery County Planning Commission. The analysis focused on what currently
is allowed based on the Zoning Ordinance as applied to the existing conditions of the
Project Area, including: building and site design elements, lot sizes and configurations,
redevelopment opportunities, open space opportunities, and general market viability.
The following information was ascertained:








6 total pinnacle (10+ story) buildings are allowed, with only 1 of these 6 pinnacle
buildings permitted in the UDO-1 between an extension of Lafayette Street and
the Schuylkill River, from the extension of Walnut Street to a line 2,500 feet east
of a parallel to the extension of Walnut Street.
20 feet of street frontage is required.
350 feet x 350 feet is the maximum footprint.
75 feet building separation is required.
300 linear feet of buildings must be separated by 500 linear feet. Parking can fill
this 500 linear foot separation.
Bonuses are available which allow for exceptions to the requirements:
o Development can meet the 10% green space requirements by transferring
the 10% of green space to another location.
o Buildings can increase to 15 stories in certain circumstances (nonpinnacle buildings).
o Floor Area Ratio (FAR) can increase to 5.0 (from 4.5) in certain
circumstances.
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The zoning and land use information will play a role in identifying areas for future
development, integrating the community resources, employment opportunities, modes
of transportation, and recreational activities.
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2.11 Available Land Analysis
Upon examining the existing conditions of the study area, it is important to identify the
ability of the land to support redevelopment. To this end, the primary study area has
been divided into riverfront and upland areas. The riverfront and upland areas were
defined based on areas of similar physical, environmental or land use characteristics, as
well as infrastructure features (e.g. rail lines, major roadways).
As a preliminary review of the buildable area in the primary study area, the potential for
redevelopment in each riverfront and upland area is measured on a scale of low,
moderate or high. A low potential for redevelopment is associated with an area that
contains viable existing uses that are expected to continue, a land parcel that would be
difficult to acquire due to cost, or an area that has significant physical constraints that
limit the potential for redevelopment. An example of a viable existing land use is the
active municipal water treatment plant. Physical constraints in the study area include
the Schuylkill River floodway, steep slopes or the existing SEPTA R-6 railroad corridor.
Conversely, a riverfront or upland area that is assigned a high potential for
redevelopment could be a vacant area with few or no physical constraints. Such an
area would be easily developed because of the low acquisition costs associated with it.
The moderate potential designation is for areas that may have existing infrastructure but
are suitable for redevelopment or reuse due to their poor physical condition or
superfluous nature. The assignment of a low, moderate or high measurement is based
on field observations, and a general understanding of the viability of existing uses and
conditions.
Table 9 describes what is illustrated on Figure 9: Redevelopment Potential.
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Buildable Land - Riverfront
Total
Acreage
Potential
Acreage

Riverfront 1

6.11 Moderate

4.02

Non-Buildable
Riverfront 2

15.66 High

Riverfront 3

34.15%
24.47% Upland 2

Non-Buildable
8.00 Low

% of Upland

1.19

79.41%

0.31

20.59%

1.55

19.41%

7.55

48.25%

High

4.97

62.13%

27.29%

Non-Buildable

1.48

18.46%

3.21

39.01% Upland 3

Moderate

2.49

30.25%
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Table 9: Redevelopment Potential
Riverfront / Upland Area

Potential for Redevelopment

Riverfront 1
Riverfront 2
Riverfront 3
Riverfront 4
Riverfront 5
Riverfront 6
Riverfront 7
Riverfront 8
Upland Area 1
Upland Area 2
Upland Area 3
Upland Area 4
Upland Area 5
Upland Area 6
Upland Area 7

Moderate
Low / High
Moderate / High
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Low
Low
Moderate
Low / High
Low
Moderate
Moderate
Low
High

As noted on Figure 9, some areas were indicated as “non-buildable.” These areas
included environmental features such as the FEMA floodways and the Sawmill Run
stream corridor. In addition, areas with infrastructure that will remain intact were also
considered “non-buildable”, and include the I-276 Turnpike, S.R. 0202, Lafayette Street,
the existing railroads, and the PECO power line.
The entire primary study area is 158.24 acres in size. Approximately 72 percent
(115.48 acres) of this area is buildable, with 27.9 acres rated as having a high potential
for redevelopment, while 47.42 acres and 40.17 acres were rated as having a moderate
and low potential for redevelopment, respectively.
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3.

LAND USE

The Land Use Section outlines a direction for the Lafayette Street Corridor based on
thoughts and ideas gathered through public outreach, data collection, and an analysis of
existing conditions. The purpose of this section is to describe the process followed to
achieve a land use vision, the suggested land use recommendations, and proposed
regulatory changes needed to implement the recommendations.
A series of study goals was developed, as described in Section 1.2 of this report, to help
shape the vision for the Lafayette Street Corridor and form the basis from which
success can be measured. These goals provide a comprehensive understanding of the
issues facing Norristown’s revitalization, and serve as a starting point for the land use
analysis.
3.1

Existing Planning Documents

To date, several planning studies relevant to the Lafayette Street corridor have been
written, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Norristown Economic Revitalization Strategy (2000)
Redevelopment Area Plan for the Riverfront Redevelopment Area (2002)
Norristown Zoning Ordinance, Article XXXIV – Unified Development Overlay
Districts
Area Revitalization, Mobility & Industrial Corridor Reuse Study:
Norristown/Plymouth/Conshohocken (2005)
A Feasibility Study for Adaptive Reuse and Rehabilitation of a Railroad Freight
Transfer Station

These studies provide the groundwork for the current Lafayette Street Land Use Access
Study. To develop the land use recommendations, the goals and recommendations of
the Norristown Economic Revitalization Strategy (2000) and the Redevelopment Area
Plan for the Riverfront Redevelopment Area (2002) were analyzed in comparison with
the goals identified for this study. The matrix found in Appendix C shows whether the
goals of previous studies conflict or support the current study goals for each sub-area.
Ultimately, at least one goal in each of the previous studies supports a sub-area goal of
the current study.
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3.2

Stakeholder Interviews

As land owners within the project area, PECO, SEPTA, and O’Neill Properties Group all
have a vested interest in Lafayette Street’s redevelopment. In order to fully understand
the development opportunities and restrictions along Lafayette Street, the needs of
each of these companies was evaluated. In order to involve these stakeholders fully,
members of the steering committee and consultant team interviewed PECO on January
31, 2006, SEPTA on February 10, 2006, and O’Neill Properties Group on June 1, 2006.
Copies of the interview notes can be found in Appendix D.
3.3

Zoning Analysis

Because of the significant role that zoning will play in developing downtown Norristown,
particularly the riverfront, close attention should be given to the existing zoning
regulations. Based on the information provided in Section 2.10, the zoning currently is
very liberal, allowing for large-scale development, which is not desired by Norristown
residents and is not recommended by this study. Instead, public input has shown that
the study area should become a walkable urban area with urban parks provided as
open space. In order to preserve this notion of an urban downtown, the zoning code
may need to be revised.
3.4

Economic Development Context

The land use recommendations highlight appropriate types of high-quality economic
development on sites that have the potential to support Norristown’s economic
development goals and meet the study goals. These recommendations are based on
an analysis of the economic structure within the regional context, including an
examination of changes in Norristown’s economic activity patterns over time.
Regional Context
Regionally, Norristown is located within the affluent Montgomery County but faces high
unemployment rates, crime, and disinvestment. The negative perception of Norristown
has stifled previous efforts to revitalize. In addition, Norristown is losing the battle of
attracting office development because it is surrounded by popular Philadelphia suburbs,
such as King of Prussia, with an ample supply of parking.
Norristown also is home to the SEPTA Transportation Center, a regional transportation
hub. The Transportation Center is located within the Lafayette Street corridor and
represents an important opportunity for Norristown. The existence of the Transportation
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Center supports Transit Oriented Development (TOD) within walking distance of the
station. TOD is a growing trend involving the creation of vibrant, compact, and walkable
communities near transit service.
Employment
Norristown has been experiencing a decline in employment, but this trend is anticipated
to reverse. According to the Mobility and Industrial Corridor Reuse Study: Norristown,
Plymouth, Conshohocken developed by the Delaware Valley Regional Planning
Commission, Norristown is forecasted to have an 8.0% increase in employment
between 2000 and 2010 and a 5.9% increase between 2010 and 2020. In addition, as
the seat of Montgomery County government and with a traditional downtown,
Norristown has a built-in employment base and opportunities from which to build.
Similar to the national trend toward a service economy, Norristown’s top employers are
government and/or service related. Montgomery County is by far the largest employer
in Norristown, and the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection is another
large employer. They relocated their regional headquarters to Norristown in 2004, and
now employ approximately 300 people.
A notable change in large employers will occur with the relocation of Montgomery
Hospital outside Norristown. Many jobs will be lost initially with this relocation.
However, Norristown already is discussing possible reuse opportunities for the hospital
site. Reuses could include medical related uses, a nursing home, or possibly light
industrial uses.
Housing Growth
According to the Norristown Economic Development Department, approximately 400
townhouses have been built citywide in the past 3 years. With an average price of
around $225,000 per townhouse, the economic benefit of this residential growth is
important to Norristown. This growth brings tax revenue into the community and has a
minimal impact on the local school district because townhouses typically are not
significant generators of school age children.
Even with this recent growth, the Norristown downtown is not as vibrant as desired by
the community. To enhance investment in the downtown area, the community is
seeking to revitalize the riverfront and establish it, along with the Lafayette Street
corridor, as a destination with twenty-four hour activity serving residents and visitors.
The success of the riverfront and corridor ultimately will flow over into the downtown
area as well. If implemented, the land use recommendations outlined in this report will
serve to drive this revitalization.
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3.5

Land Use Recommendations

Together, the goals developed for this study would bring Norristown closer to becoming
an active economic center with a low crime rate and a high quality of life. The goals
outline what is necessary to make Norristown a destination for residential growth,
economic investment, and recreation. The goals address access and connections, a
variety of uses, public space, and aesthetics.
The following is a description of desired land uses including identification of appropriate
locations for specific development and recommendations for allowable height and
character. The recommendations address the attributes that can enhance the Lafayette
Street corridor. The recommendations focus on:




Facilitating the redevelopment or adaptive reuse of locations that currently are
underutilized, vacant, or otherwise face development challenges;
Facilitating the preservation and enhancement of significant open space, trails,
and recreational opportunities; and
Understanding the role that the appearance of public and private spaces plays in
community identity and economic function.

To facilitate the redevelopment or reuse of underutilized locations within the Lafayette
Street Corridor, recommendations address mixed use development and open space
and recreational uses. The discussion of mixed use development includes the
placement of pinnacle buildings, infill development, parking needs and the street system
south of Lafayette Street. The open space and recreation discussion includes the
creation of a riverfront urban park and elements included within the park.
Recommendations for Mixed Use Development
An appropriate mix of land uses is essential for successful revitalization. Cultivating
redevelopment and improved public access within older commercial and industrial areas
along the riverfront can create greater economic development opportunities and
enhance the quality of life for the community. The increased flexibility associated with
allowing a mix of uses can further support the revitalization efforts.
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Residential
or office
uses on
upper floors
“Bringing in
the Bustle”
– an active
street level
Commercial
uses on
ground floor

“Typical” Mixed Use Urban Area

In addition to economic revitalization of the riverfront, a number of other benefits can be
realized through a mixed use approach to redevelopment. Mixed use can create a
sense of community, increase housing options, and guide development into established
areas thereby protecting environmentally sensitive areas.
Mixed use development also creates a community that is active beyond the 9 to 5
workday. Residential uses, such as coffee shops, eateries, and retail stores, support
the neighborhood commercial uses, and the commercial uses provide convenience to
those living in the area. In its Guide to America’s Best New Development Projects, the
Sierra Club refers to livening up the street with a mix of uses and activities as “Bringing
in the Bustle.” Bringing the bustle to the Lafayette Street corridor is essential to its long
term success.
The concept of focusing development into mixed use nodes can be applied at different
scales and with varied emphasis through the Lafayette Street corridor. For example,
five pinnacle buildings are recommended, offering an opportunity for larger scale and
more dense mixed use, while the infill development may contain smaller, more
neighborhood scale mixed use buildings.
Four to Six Story Mixed Use Buildings – Several blocks of 4-6 story mixed use buildings
are recommended within the corridor. The development of 4-6 story buildings reflects
the desires of community residents as expressed during the public outreach process.
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The mixed use development recommended between Barbadoes Street and Cherry
Street would include commercial use on the first floor and residential uses on the upper
floors. This area currently is zoned for Town Center, and no zoning modifications are
necessary for this recommended mixed use.
The suggested mixed use between DeKalb Street and Mill Street is a possible location
for a future County Trail Center or a similar type of cultural center. Given the location
adjacent to the transportation center, this type of development would welcome residents
and visitors to the Lafayette Street corridor and the riverfront. This area currently is
zoned for Town Center. It is anticipated that no zoning modifications are necessary for
this recommended mixed use.
The mixed use development located south of Washington Street between Route 202
and the Sawmill Run Creek would include a similar mix. The mixed use development
located east of the Sawmill Run Creek would include office and residential uses.
However, all commercial development should remain west of Sawmill Run. Existing
zoning regulations may need to be modified to allow for these types of mixed use in this
area. Currently, these areas are located within a Light Industrial and/or Heavy Industrial
zoning district. It is important to note that, under this recommendation, the first floor of
these buildings may need to be elevated in order to protect the habitable space from
potential flooding.
Pinnacle Buildings – According to the Norristown code, a pinnacle building is a building
allowed in the UDO districts that “occupies a key location (such as a downtown
intersection of arterial streets or at a bridge crossing and a river) and is designed to be
more visually prominent than those buildings surrounding it. Such a building is
generally higher, has a scale and bulk that commands attention and contains stepbacks or notable architectural features that distinguishes it from the surrounding
structures.”
Five pinnacle buildings are recommended as outlined in the UDO I overlay district. Two
recommended pinnacle buildings anchor each end of the study area and should be
located along the riverfront at Water Street and Ford Street. In addition, pinnacle
buildings are recommended south of Washington Street near DeKalb Street and at the
base of Barbadoes Street.
Each pinnacle building serves to enhance the gateway into Norristown. A gateway
welcomes residents and visitors into a community and essentially sets the first
impression of the community. In addition, the pinnacle buildings are located near major
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access points in the study area, such as the Transportation Center, and would support
the concept of a TOD.
Infill Development – Four areas are identified for infill development, including two areas
near Water Street and two areas south of Schuylkill Avenue. Infill development is
intended to fill the residual smaller spaces that might not be conducive to larger
buildings, thereby preserving the sightline. Infill development within the corridor should
include 3-4 story mixed use buildings.
Grid Pattern Street System – An important aspect of encouraging redevelopment within
the Lafayette Street corridor is improving access. It is important to preserve the
capacity created by the interchange and reconstruction of Lafayette Street. An
extension of the traditional grid pattern street system found in the Norristown downtown
is recommended.
Currently, pedestrian and vehicular access is limited due to the industrial nature of the
large blocks. A street network that follows a grid pattern has several benefits, including:






A grid pattern
gives
drivers,
cyclists,
and
pedestrians more
route options, thus
dispersing traffic
and
reducing
congestion.
A grid pattern
breaks up large
blocks,
creating
more
walkable
Dense Network vs. Sparse Hierarchy
blocks,
which
promotes walking
and also reduces congestion. Therefore, maximum block sizes and connectivity
requirements are recommended. Maximum block sizes of 300-400 feet per side
might be considered in order to maintain pedestrian scale.
A grid pattern can preserve or create interesting views. The street system can
preserve views of the river, thereby helping to bring the river into the public
realm. In addition, some streets, such as Schuylkill Avenue, could terminate in a
location where the building creates an interesting focal point.
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As illustrated in Figure 10, new and rebuilt primary streets within the corridor include
Lafayette Street, Washington Street, and Schuylkill Avenue. These streets provide
east-west access throughout the site. Another east-west access street is recommended
closer to the river. Extension of Barbadoes Street, Mill Street, and Ford Street create
additional north-south primary street access.
New and rebuilt secondary streets also are recommended. Such streets, or perhaps
alleys, would break up larger blocks, creating a more pedestrian friendly environment.
Secondary streets also would provide access for deliveries and maintenance purposes.
Parking – While the intention of a mixed use community is to enhance the pedestrian
friendliness of the built environment, parking of vehicles is still a necessity. A mix of offstreet and on-street parking options are recommended to accommodate parking needs.
In addition to the SEPTA parking garage located at DeKalb Street and Lafayette Street,
off-street parking is recommended in the form of surface lots between Lafayette Street
and Washington Street and Mill Street and Franklin Street. While this area is physically
challenged by active rail lines and high voltage power lines, there is an opportunity for
surface parking. Any surface lots should be appropriately landscaped and need not
dominate the landscape. Also, off-street surface lots should not break a continuous
street wall.
On-street parking could be allowed on primary streets within the study area. On-street
parking is convenient for patrons of the commercial businesses found in the mixed use
developments. In addition, on-street parking buffers pedestrians from active travel
lanes, creating a safer, more pedestrian friendly environment.
Regional Lifestyle Center – A regional lifestyle center is recommended at Lafayette
Street and the I-276 interchange in Plymouth. A lifestyle center is an open air retail
shopping experience that mimics the feel of a traditional downtown retail area. Built
around a main street-like grid street system, a lifestyle center can provide connections
to adjacent neighborhoods. This approach could reduce the perceived negative
impacts of a regional commercial center on nearby neighborhoods.
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Lifestyle centers typically are located near major points of access and have plenty of
parking available. Much of this area already is zoned for commercial development, but
some zoning modifications may be necessary to accommodate a lifestyle center.
Existing SEPTA, PECO, and Sewer Authority Uses – Each of these property owners
has existing facilities located within the corridor. The SEPTA and PECO facilities
should be allowed to continue, but the Sewer Authority plant needs to be relocated.
Any future changes in uses at these locations should be consistent with the character of
the surrounding community.
Recommendation for Tax Increment Financing (TIF)
Some portion of the recommended mixed use development discussed herein would be
private development that generates public benefits. Paying for the infrastructure
improvements necessary to redevelop the area could be a challenge for the borough on
its own. With the upcoming I-276 interchange improvements and subsequent increase
in vehicular travel through the corridor, infrastructure improvements will become
increasingly necessary. New development and redevelopment could assist in paying
for such infrastructure costs. This funding strategy could occur in a number of ways,
including the use of tax increment financing (TIF).
A TIF is one tool communities can use to publicly finance public infrastructure
improvements such as roads, sewer lines, and water lines. This tool uses the tax
revenue generated by new development to repay money used for the infrastructure
improvements. The purpose of a TIF is to promote the revitalization of communities and
to attract new development. It is essentially a win-win situation for the private developer
and the community.
Recommendations for Open Space, Recreation and Natural Areas
Facilitating the preservation and enhancement of significant open space, trails and
recreational opportunities in the study area involves enhancing public access to the
riverfront and creating new pedestrian and bicycle connections. For many years, the
industrial activity along the riverfront has prevented easy public access. Surrounded by
new mixed use activities, the riverfront will be infused with new energy.
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Many communities are realizing the
success that can come from reconnecting
with their waterfront and more are joining
the trend.
Harborpark in Kenosha,
Wisconsin is an example of redeveloped
industrial land that includes an active public
park, a marina, housing, and future plans
for commercial development.
Urban Riverfront Park – Many urban
waterfronts are playing new roles as places
for recreation and catalysts for economic
development. A significant factor in the
Lafayette Street corridor revitalization is
reconnecting with the riverfront and
establishing the riverfront as a destination
not just for local residents, but also for the
broader region as well. A linear riverfront
park is recommended along the length of
the Schuylkill River located within the study
area. To ensure a successful riverfront
park, it is suggested that five critical
elements be created within the park – an
urban esplanade, an amphitheater, a scenic
overlook, a riverfront trail, and natural
areas.
These elements are described
below.

Harborpark – Kenosha, WI
Photo: Project for Public Spaces

Urban Esplanade – An urban esplanade is
a formal promenade. It is recommended that an urban esplanade be created along the
Schuylkill River to enhance public access to the river and also to connect pedestrians
and bicyclists to the existing regional Schuylkill River Trail. The esplanade would begin
near the SEPTA rail line and extend east toward the proposed scenic overlook near
Sawmill Run Creek. Public access would be gained from the proposed primary and
secondary streets that could be developed adjacent to the esplanade.
Many esplanades display public art as well as other pedestrian and bicyclist amenities.
This type of public space also creates opportunities for social interaction, which is a
building block to community. The esplanade would be a tremendous resource for local
residents, as well as for those who work downtown.
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Amphitheater – An amphitheater is recommended for the area immediately west of the
SEPTA rail line at the termination of Cherry Street and Swede Street. The amphitheater
would provide an interesting opportunity for local and regional attractions. Musical or
theater groups could perform and bring people to the riverfront. Convenient access to
the amphitheater would be provided by rail and via the riverfront park. Parking also is
recommended adjacent to the amphitheater.
Scenic Overlook – The Sawmill Run Creek is a natural feature located within the study
area. Instead of diverting or burying this natural feature, it is recommended that this
feature be celebrated as open space. Since the highest elevation in the study area is
located near Sawmill Run Creek, this open space could provide a scenic overlook with
views of the Schuylkill River and connections to the Riverfront Trail.
Riverfront Trail – The Riverfront Trail would serve as a major pedestrian and bicycle
connector within the study area. The Trail would connect the Urban Esplanade with the
amphitheater and the existing Schuylkill River Trail. The riverfront trail would contain no
hardscape and would be included within the setback area. The Riverfront Trail should
include benches and interpretive signage that highlights the industrial history of the
Norristown Riverfront.
Natural Areas – The areas not containing the urban esplanade are considered natural
areas for the purposes of this study. These areas are within the floodplain and contain
Sawmill Run Creek. These natural areas would be protected by the creation of a
riverfront park.
3.6

Development Guidelines

Development guidelines can assist in maintaining or creating the character of a
community. They address the form and function of development and often illustrate
appropriate site organization and architectural standards. Norristown should be clear
from the beginning what is expected of a developer regarding site and building design.
Identifying development guidelines up front also might assist in expediting the
development process and the resulting predictability may further encourage
redevelopment.
Interconnected streets, walkable blocks, mixed uses, and a more refined character
could be a reality along the riverfront. The use of development guidelines can bring the
community closer to this reality. The following discussion identifies potential tools to
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create an environment that will foster the vision for the project area, including general
design characteristics required for buildings of various types.
Many communities across the nation are increasingly using development guidelines to
address community character and influence the functionality of the built environment.
Recognizing this trend, the American Planning Association (APA) recently created a
sample mixed use code that incorporates several important development guidelines.
This sample code is included in Appendix E.
The existing UDO I, Town Center, and Neighborhood Commercial zoning regulations
each have components that address some aspects of development guidelines within
their area and yard regulations and conditional use regulations. An example of one
positive element described includes the front setback within the UDO I which states a
principle structure must have a front façade built to the edge of the public sidewalk.
While positive design requirements are interspersed in the regulations, these
requirements could be reinforced and could be identified more clearly as development
guidelines, complete with illustrations. Illustrations of development guidelines are often
helpful to developers and staff. The creation of consistent development guidelines for
the entire study area may be appropriate. Basic elements described in development
guidelines could include:
Site Organization – Site organization within the study area should emphasize the
pedestrian. Buildings should be oriented to the street and be placed at the sidewalk. A
continuous street wall assists in creating an inviting pedestrian space. Parking, if
available on site, should be placed in the rear or side of the building. Building entrances
should be oriented to the sidewalk as well.
Signage – Signage should be pedestrian-scaled. Size and placement of signs should
be consistent throughout the study area.
Building Form – While building size may vary, the community may wish to have a
consistent design theme for buildings. As noted in the first public workshop, the public
agreed that they would like to see buildings developed that are similar in style to the rest
of Norristown. To meet the public’s request, building materials and façade treatments
could be prescribed through development guidelines. In addition, windows should be
required on the first floor to create visual interest for pedestrians. Transparency, as it is
often called, also can enhance the marketability of the commercial space.
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Landscape Features – The sidewalk should be separated from the street with a planting
strip. A planting strip buffers pedestrians from street traffic and, with the addition of
street trees, creates a visually interesting streetscape. During the winter months, a
planting strip provides a place for snow storage. In addition, parking areas should be
landscaped.
Public Spaces – Desired design characteristics of public spaces include wide sidewalks,
well-marked crosswalks, bicycle parking, pedestrian scaled lighting, street furniture and
other pedestrian amenities, way-finding signage, and interpretive signage for the trails
and parks.
Consistent,
pedestrian
scale
signage

Street trees
located
within
planting
strip

Buildings
placed at
sidewalk
edge

Pedestrian
amenities –
trash
receptacle

Wide, wellmaintained
sidewalks

Pedestrian
scale
lighting
Sample Illustration of Development Guidelines

3.7

Proposed Regulatory Changes

During its anticipated review of the current zoning regulations, Norristown may wish to
consider where amendments may be necessary to support the desired land uses within
the study area.


Mixed use development – Much of the study area may need base zoning
modifications to allow for mixed use development at all scales. For example, a
majority of the study area has an underlying industrial zoning which does not
support mixed use development in the manner discussed in the land use
recommendations.
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The Town Center or Neighborhood Commercial zoning classifications may be
appropriate for most mixed use development recommended herein. However,
mixed use is allowed as a conditional use in both districts. Consideration may be
given to allowing mixed use as of right to further encourage mixed use
development.
Another alternative is to follow the UDO overlay district or allow the UDO (or
similar zoning) as the base zoning for the study area. The UDO also allows a
mix of retail/residential and office residential uses.
Also, there is currently a 75 foot building separation requirement within the UDO.
A careful look should be given to how this separation supports the compact
mixed use development recommended.


Regional Lifestyle Center – Some modifications may be necessary to allow for
the development of a lifestyle center. This area currently is zoned for commercial
development, however, the compact, walkable form of a lifestyle center may not
be allowed within the current regulations.



Scenic Overlook – This area currently is zoned as industrial. A zoning change to
Recreational would support a scenic overlook use.



Development Guidelines – Requirements could be reinforced and could be
identified more clearly as development guidelines, complete with illustrations.
The creation of consistent development guidelines for the entire study area
should be considered.
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4.

ACCESS

4.1
Background
An important issue related to the redevelopment of Norristown’s riverfront is vehicular
and pedestrian access to the site. Access must support the land use proposed as part
of this study, while fitting within the context of the planned Lafayette Street
Transportation Improvements Project.
There are six primary points of access to the riverfront that must be improved to serve
proposed land uses. These points include five existing intersections and a potential
underpass at Mill Street and Lafayette Street.
The pedestrian and vehicular points of access to the riverfront that EK has identified are
(Figure 11):








Lafayette Street & Ford Street
Washington Street & Ford Street
Lafayette Street & DeKalb Street
Washington Street & DeKalb Street
DeKalb Street & Schuylkill Avenue
Potential underpass at Mill Street
West Lafayette Street & Water Street

In addition, the project team recommends the extension of Barbadoes Street to form a
connection with Water Street to the west of the Dannehower Bridge. This connection is
also shown in Figure 12.
Lafayette Street currently acts as a local street, but it will become an arterial with the
construction of a new PA Turnpike Interchange to the east of the project area. An
arterial typically provides movements for both local and regional travel. The face of
Lafayette Street will change drastically through the roadway project. While mobility is
the major function of the newly designed roadway, pedestrian safety and riverfront
accessibility must be considered to ensure the success of the riverfront redevelopment
effort.
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4.2
Riverfront Access
Potential Streetscape and Traffic Calming Initiatives
An attractive streetscape and low-speed traffic is important for the Norristown riverfront
to improve the overall appearance and encourage pedestrians to stroll, shop, and safely
meet other people. The presence of pedestrians on the street indicates to passing
motorists that Norristown is a place to stop, visit, and explore, and that they should slow
down.
In addition, streetscape improvements along Lafayette Street will attract new
businesses to invest in the area, as well as encourage existing business owners to
reinvest in their properties. Streetscape improvement is among the most effective
strategies to encourage business district revitalization and renewal. Therefore,
streetscaping should be incorporated into both the Lafayette Street Transportation
Improvements Project and the revitalization of the riverfront as a whole.
Some potential streetscape and traffic calming improvements for the Lafayette Street
corridor and the revitalized riverfront include:


Landscaping – Most images of healthy communities include tree-lined streets
interspersed with grass and shrubbery. This trend holds true in commercial as
well as residential areas. Apart from their physical beauty, these landscaped
areas create a friendly, walkable environment by separating pedestrians from
cars and slowing driver speeds. The space required for vegetation varies with
the type selected; grass or shrubs will require less room than a deciduous tree.



Sidewalks – Sidewalks are essential in commercial and residential areas. Even
with low vehicle speeds, children, seniors, and people with disabilities cannot
walk safely without sidewalks. The Americans with Disabilities Act provides
basic standards for width and accessibility. Items to remember are that two
people should be able to walk side-by-side, sidewalks that aren’t separated from
vehicle travel lanes by green strips (or parked cars) should be wider than the
standard, and sidewalks next to fences, walls, or buildings should be wider than
above the standard.



Curb Ramps – Curb ramps provide smooth and gradual transitions between the
sidewalk and the road surface and are designed for wheelchairs, walkers, and
strollers. The Americans with Disabilities Act provides standards for their
location and design.
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Traffic Signs – Stop, yield, speed limit, and warning signs require that specific
conditions be present to warrant them. Posting too many signs can cause
unnecessary distractions or cause drivers to disregard the signs’ warnings.



Marked/Treated Crosswalks – Crosswalks alert drivers that they are approaching
an area of pedestrian activity and alert pedestrians to a safe and accessible
crossing. The concept of marked/treated crosswalks is to incorporate a textured
or patterned surface, which contrasts with the surrounding roadway. Crosswalks
can be marked with stripes, colored concrete or pavers, or stamped asphalt. A
crosswalk with texture also serves to slow drivers because of its roughness and
noise.

Lafayette Street & Ford Street
Existing Conditions:
Lafayette Street & Ford Street is a T-intersection
with one-way traffic on Ford Street, traveling
north to Main Street. Traffic on Lafayette Street
is stop controlled for its approach to Ford Street.
Right turns headed south on Ford Street towards
Washington Street are allowed. This movement
is composed mostly of trucks entering the
industrial facilities along Washington Street. The
Schuylkill River (SR) Trail runs adjacent to the
intersection with a pedestrian crossing over Ford
Street.

Intersection of Lafayette St. & Ford St.

Lafayette Street Transportation Improvements Project Impacts:
This intersection will be reconstructed as part of the Lafayette Street Transportation
Improvements Project. It will be extended eastbound to connect with the PA Turnpike.
Left turn lanes will be added in both directions on Lafayette Street. It is a major access
point to the eastern portion of the riverfront from the Turnpike and Main Street. Ford
Street will continue to be used for access to the residential areas.
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Improvement Recommendations:
 Treated
Crosswalk
for
Pedestrian
Crossings
 Pedestrian signs and markings for SR
Trail and riverfront attractions
 Pedestrian-oriented crosswalk for the SR
Trail crossing Ford Street
 Landscaped buffer along the SR Trail
Washington Street & Ford Street
Existing Conditions:
This intersection is adjacent to the railroad
tracks and industrial buildings. The intersection
operates freely with limited signage. Traffic
primarily consists of industrial workers and
heavy vehicles accessing the facility.
This
intersection is adjacent to the train tracks.

Intersection of Ford St. & SR Trail

Lafayette Street Transportation Improvements
Project Impacts:
None.
Improvement Recommendations:
Intersection of Washington St. & Ford St.
As part of the land use recommendations for this
study, the intersection will provide a primary
access point to new Riverfront area. Washington Street will be reconstructed adjacent
to the railroad tracks with residential, retail, and arts/entertainment properties. Specific
intersection recommendations include:
 Stop sign or traffic signal for traffic control
 Railroad crossing signs and warnings
 Landscape the open space areas for aesthetics
 Sidewalks both at the intersection and the railroad crossing
 Pedestrian crossing at the railroad
Lafayette Street & DeKalb Street
Existing Conditions:
This intersection is a four-way signalized intersection. A pedestrian island is located in
the eastbound approach with pedestrian buttons and signage for crossing purposes.
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The pedestrian striping is faded in all directions.
The sidewalks are handicap accessible with
brick design decorating two sidewalk corners.
The pedestrian island has broken cement on
some of its corners.
Lafayette Street Transportation Improvements
Project Impacts:
None.
Improvement Recommendations:
This intersection is a gateway to the riverfront
and downtown Norristown from DeKalb Pike.
Intersection of Lafayette St. & DeKalb St.
Pedestrian accommodations will be important at
this intersection in order to serve the
Transportation Center and the riverfront. Specific intersection recommendations
include:
 Treated crosswalks for pedestrian crossing in all directions
 Pedestrian buttons / pedestrian “count-down” signals
 Appropriate signing for Riverfront Attractions
DeKalb Street & Washington Street
Existing Conditions:
This intersection is a T-intersection and is
stop controlled for access onto DeKalb
Street. The intersection is adjacent to the
train tracks overpass and close to the
signalized intersection at Lafayette Street.
The intersection may warrant a traffic
signal in the future, despite the close
spacing with the Lafayette Street and
DeKalb Street intersection.

Intersection of DeKalb St. & Washington St.

Lafayette Street Transportation Improvements Project Impacts:
None.
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Improvement Recommendations:
This intersection will provide access to the Riverfront area including the Urban
Esplanade and Amphitheatre. It will serve as a primary entry/exit point for vehicles and
pedestrians to the riverfront area. Specific recommendations include:
 Reconstruction of Washington Street and realignment with Schuylkill Avenue
 Pedestrian “count-down” signals
 Treated crosswalks
 Sidewalk and landscaping improvements
DeKalb Street & Schuylkill Avenue
Existing Conditions:
Schuylkill Avenue is a narrow two-way
street that provides access to an apartment
complex and existing filtration plant.
Schuylkill Avenue is adjacent to the
Norristown Transportation Center’s oneway exit street. A grass median separates
these two streets. A used car dealer is on
the corner of Schuylkill Avenue and DeKalb
Street. The sidewalk has ramps, making it
handicap accessible, but there is no
marked crosswalk.

Intersection of DeKalb St. & Schuylkill Ave.

Lafayette Street Transportation Improvements Project Impacts:
None.
Improvement Recommendations:
The intersection (as well as Schuylkill Avenue) will need to be widened to provide safe
access to the riverfront properties on the west side of DeKalb Street. The intersection
should be aligned with Washington Street.
West Lafayette Street & Water Street
Existing Conditions:
Water Street is a stop-controlled two-way street that provides access to a waste facility.
Cars are parked along the roadway and in driveways off the street. Route 202 and train
tracks run adjacent to Water Street, and Stoney Creek separates Water Street from the
River Front Park. Buildings and trees hinder the view of the park.
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Lafayette Street Transportation Improvements Project Impacts:
The project suggests transforming the area around Water Street into a park and open
space. The existing park along the SR Trail would expand with this project.
Improvement Recommendations:
The recommended land use in the vicinity of this intersection is park / open space. The
existing park along the SR Trail would be expanded with this scenario. Specific
recommendations at this intersection include:
 Sidewalks
 Pedestrian crosswalks
 Landscaping
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Vehicle and Pedestrian Viaduct at Mill Street & Lafayette Street
There are two options for the structure
required to provide an underpass below
the existing SEPTA tracks at Mill Street. It
was assumed that a 50' span length is
required to provide enough width for 2
lanes of traffic and pedestrian access.
The options for such a bridge are the
following:
 Option #1 - Open Deck Bridge:
The advantage of this option is
Intersection of Lafayette St. & Mill St.
that it increases the clearance to
an estimated 7-8 feet. However,
the disadvantage is that the deck is "open", so things potentially could fall onto
cars/pedestrians below. Also, SEPTA will be very reluctant to accept this
design for their structure because of the danger associated with objects falling
through the “open” deck.
 Option #2 - Ballast Bridge: The disadvantage of this option is that it only
increases clearance to an estimated 6-7 feet. However, this bridge design
likely will be accepted by SEPTA.
The bridge would be constructed off-line to reduce impacts to service. The cost for
either structure is estimated at $2-$3 million plus the cost of temporary buses for
SEPTA passengers to the Norristown Transportation Center, which should be relatively
minor. The underpass would allow for safe foot travel through the waterfront area.
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4.3
Lafayette Street Access Management
Lafayette Street currently operates as a local street with many curb cuts. It also serves
as a thruway, which will experience traffic volumes increases as the plan to develop the
surrounding area is implemented. An increase in traffic volumes creates a need to limit
access points in order to improve traffic flow. The access points to Lafayette Street are
driveways from existing businesses and residential properties. The driveways can be
consolidated to limit access points and confusion when entering onto Lafayette Street.
Access management maintains systematic control of a new location with the spacing,
design, and operation of driveways, median openings, interchanges, and street
connections to a roadway. Access management also evaluates the suitability of a site
for given developments from an access standpoint at the same time that it identifies the
need to maintain the utility of the roadway to serve through traffic. Arterial streets,
highways, and collector roads must serve both access and movement needs.
Mobility vs. Access
Freeway

Arterial

Through Movement Mobility

As mentioned in the
previous section, the
classification of Lafayette
Street will change from a
local road to an arterial
with the completion of the
Lafayette
Street
Transportation
Improvements
Project.
Classification refers to
the designation of streets
and
highways
into
classes based on how
they function within a
larger
system.
Classifications reflect the
nature of operations on
individual roads and the
types of service they are
intended to provide.

Collector

Local
Access to Property

Functional Classification – Mobility versus Access
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Classification is a function of mobility – movement through an area with a minimum of
conflict – and access – the degree of connection the highway provides to the adjacent
land use. As examples, interstate highways provide the highest degree of mobility with
no direct local access, while at the other end of the functional classification scale, local
streets and roads provide the greatest degree of local access.
Individual roadways and linkages vary in the degree to which they are able to provide
mobility and access. The functional classification of a roadway depends upon the
particular role the roadway section has in providing mobility or access.
With the change in classification of Lafayette Street, there is a need to limit access
points to provide through movement mobility. In addition, there is a requirement to
provide safe pedestrian accommodations to ensure a pleasant pedestrian environment
for people walking between the riverfront area and downtown.
Access Points on Lafayette Street
DeKalb Street to Mill Street
Along Lafayette Street there are industrial, retail, residential and parking accesses. Not
all of the access points are used, and some can be eliminated if adjacent properties
combine access points. For example, the
access point to a warehouse office door after
DeKalb Street can be curbed. Also, the
DUFF Company can utilize one shared
driveway for their lots and curb the drives that
do not need to be used. The space from
curbing the driveways creates more parking
along Lafayette Street.
Several corner
properties have two points of access, one off
of Lafayette Street and the other off of the
adjacent side street. These driveways can
be curbed off of one street to reduce the
Car parked in front of unused driveway
number of access points further.
Mill Street to Walnut Street
The Marble & Granite warehouse adjacent to Mill Street uses their driveway as a
parking spot. The drive provides access to the side of the warehouse where no garage
or parking lot is located. This access point can be curbed and parking can be marked
along the street. The addition of parking along the street will be beneficial to a cultural
center and retail property that is to be built across the street.
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Vaughn’s Auto Body faces Lafayette Street and has a gated driveway. The driveway
extends further than the gate and can be curbed to the length of the gate. This extra
curbing would provide more parking along the street. August Moon Restaurant and
Banquet Hall has a one-way drive off of Main Street and two driveways to access the
parking lot off of Lafayette Street. An access point on Lafayette Street can be curbed to
eliminate traffic confusion and create one enter/exit driveway.
Trolley tracks that no longer are used along Lafayette Street can be removed. They are
located at a driveway to a run-down warehouse with a large open lot. The warehouse
adjacent to Walnut Street has an access point for the side of the building and thus can
be curbed for on-street parking.
Walnut Street to Franklin Street
The driveway to Service Company &
Sales Service can be shortened to
provide access to the garage only. This
change will provide more curb space for
on-street parking. Next to Tony’s Auto
Repair, one driveway can be curbed.
Franklin Street to Ford Street
Parking lots and driveways of residential
homes justify the access points at the
Ramp Access to a door that can be curbed
east end of Lafayette Street. The one
exception involves the parking lot on the
corner of Lafayette Street & Ford Street, which has an access point off of both streets.
The parking spaces can be marked to indicate which driveway to use when parking in
the lot, and the other driveway can be curbed.
Lafayette Access Management Improvement Recommendations:
The curbing of driveway aprons that are not needed helps maintain safe access points
to Lafayette Street. Improvements to the spacing, location, and design of driveway
access can reduce the number and frequency of vehicle turning conflicts. Internal
connections between neighboring properties allow vehicles to access businesses and
activities without having to re-enter the major street. Some of the curb cuts along
Lafayette Street can be eliminated if access to properties is shared.
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The side streets, Green Street, Mill Street, Walnut Street, Franklin Street and Ford
Street, are dedicated access points that will be used to access the arterial. Driveway
spacing at corner properties presents the additional consideration of conflicts created by
vehicles entering and exiting the site in close proximity to vehicle movements through
the adjacent street intersection. These interactions become particularly complex when
the adjacent intersection is controlled by a signal. Specific recommendations for
improving access control along Lafayette Street include:





Consolidating driveways by curbing driveways that are not in use
Adding handicap ramps to the corner streets along Lafayette Street
Marking on-street parking spaces for effective utilization
Removing unused trolley tracks

These improvements should be designed in accordance with Pennsylvania Code
(Appendix F).
Washington Street Access Management Considerations:
Although Washington Street is not an established roadway like Lafayette Street,
consideration of access management principles should be included in the reconstruction
of Washington Street. Washington Street will serve as a local road serving the
revitalized riverfront area. The traffic volumes are expected to be low compared to
Lafayette Street, as Washington Street will serve little or no through movements.
Therefore, more driveways and access points are acceptable but not necessarily
preferable. As with Lafayette Street, curb cuts and driveways should be consolidated
where they are consistent with proposed land uses.
These improvements also should be designed in accordance with Pennsylvania Code
(Appendix F).
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5.

APPENDICES

A.
A.1

Appendix A – Public Workshop Reports
February 23, 2006

Meeting Purpose: Initial public workshop for the Lafayette Street Land Use Access
Study. This meeting was an opportunity for residents to learn about
previous planning efforts and engage in a discussion about their
vision and goals for the study area.
Sign-In:
Approximately 50 participants provided their names and contact
information.
Project Staff in Attendance
Leo Bagley
Matt Edmond
Paul Jansson
Joel Johnson
Jayne Musonye
Steve Nelson
Henry Sekawungu
Heather Sherk

Montgomery County Planning Commission
Montgomery County Planning Commission
Norristown Municipal Administrator
Montgomery County Redevelopment Authority
Norristown Planning Director
Montgomery County Commissioner’s Office
Norristown Assistant Planning Director
Montgomery County Planning Commission

Jennifer Duval
Mamie Lynch
Keith Mullins
Holly Rybinski

Edwards and Kelcey
Edwards and Kelcey
Edwards and Kelcey
Edwards and Kelcey

The format of the meeting was as follows:
6:00 – 6:30 Open House
6:30 – 7:00 Presentation
7:00 – 8:00 Open House
PRESENTATION
The presentation portion of the
workshop
included
remarks
on
revitalization
by
Paul
Jansson,
Norristown Municipal Administrator, a history of the Lafayette Street Land Use Access
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Study project area by Leo Bagley of Montgomery County Planning Commission, and a
PowerPoint presentation by Jennifer Duval and Keith Mullins of Edwards and Kelcey.
The following discussion ensued based on the presentations:
•

•
•
•

A resident questioned if the project will
improve Norristown’s economic situation and
improve traffic. Paul Jansson (Norristown
Municipal Administrator) responded that it
would, especially since one goal of the
project is to have coordinated traffic signals.
Another resident questioned if there would be
more pedestrian access crossings to which Leo Bagley (Montgomery County
Planning Commission) replied that this possibility is being studied.
A resident suggested that she does not want this project to make Norristown similar
to Manayunk because Manayunk is too congested.
A resident questioned if any homes or businesses are being bought through this
project. Leo Bagley responded that for this project, no homes or businesses are
being taken; it is up to the market to decide what changes occur in Norristown. He
stated that for the roadway project (in progress), some
property is being taken.
• A resident asked if the community is in support of this
effort.
Leo responded that we will find out the
community’s opinions based on input received this
evening.
• A resident asked if the river can be dredged. Paul
Jansson responded that it cannot be dredged because
of the rocks along the bottom.

OPEN HOUSE
The Open House portion of the workshop included four (4)
listening stations as well as display boards of past studies.
The four listening stations included:
Study Goals
This station included a list of six goal statements for the study
area. Participants were given 2 green sticker dots to vote for
the goal(s) they felt were most important. Dots could be
placed on two separate goals or both on one goal.
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Participants also were given 1 yellow dot to vote for the goal they felt was least
important.
Results/Comments:
MOST IMPORTANT GOALS (green dots – 2 per participant)
Goal
Dots
Percentage
Improve traffic circulation by accommodating local and
16
23.5%
regional traffic
Increase on-street and off-street parking along Lafayette Street
5
7.4%
Transform Lafayette Street into a walkable, tree-lined street
19
27.9%
Provide active/passive waterfront recreation opportunities
10
14.7%
Create physical and visual access to the waterfront
6
8.8%
Generate new economic activity including a range of
12
17.6%
residential and office development
Total
68
100%

Most Important Goals

Generate Economic
Activity
18%

Improve Circulation
23%

Create Access to
Waterfront
9%

Increase Parking
along Lafayette
7%

Provide Recreation
15%
Make Lafayette a
Walkable Street
28%
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LEAST IMPORTANT GOALS (yellow dots – 1 per participant)
Goal
Dots
Percentage
Improve traffic circulation by accommodating local and 2
5.9%
regional traffic
Increase on-street and off-street parking along Lafayette Street 3
8.8%
Transform Lafayette Street into a walkable, tree-lined street
4
11.8%
Provide active/passive waterfront recreation opportunities
3
8.8%
Create physical and visual access to the waterfront
1
2.9%
Generate new economic activity including a range of 21
61.8%
residential and office development
Total
34
100%

Least Important Goals
Improve Circulation
6%
Increase Parking
along Lafayette
9%
Make Lafayette a
Walkable Street
12%
Generate Economic
Activity
61%

Provide Recreation
9%
Create Access to
Waterfront
3%

Most workshop participants ranked two particular goals of the study as the most
important: transforming Lafayette Street into a walkable, tree-lined street (28%) and
improving circulation by accommodating local and regional traffic (23%). Other popular
choices for most important study goals included: generating new economic activity
including a range of residential and office development (18%) and providing
active/passive waterfront recreation opportunities (15%). Still others felt that the most
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important goals were: creating physical and visual access to the waterfront (9%) and
increasing on-street and off-street parking along Lafayette Street (7%).
As far as ranking the least important study goals, workshop participants overwhelming
chose generate new economic activity including a range of residential and office
development (61%). Staff attending to this station reported that many workshop
participants verbally expressed distaste for office development along the waterfront,
which explains why this goal was ranked as least important. The remainder of choices
received somewhere between 1% and 4% of the votes for least important, indicating
that workshop participants felt that the remaining goals are all important.
Waterfront Design
This station involved a series of boards addressing building design, building height, and
riverfront characteristics. Participants were given sticker dots and asked to vote on their
favorite images.
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Results/Comments:
What would you want new buildings on the riverfront to Dots
look like?
Similar to the rest of Norristown
18
Typical of today’s new development
2
Cutting-edge/futuristic
4
Total
24

Percentage
75%
8%
17%
100%

How tall would you want new buildings on the riverfront to
be?
4-6 stories
10-11 stories
15-20 stories
Total

Dots

Percentage

19
3
0
22

86%
14%
0%
100%

What kind of riverfront would you like to see?
Natural park
Urban riverwalk
Riverfront retail
Total

Dots
2
15
12
29

Percentage
7%
52%
41%
100%

The voting results show that workshop participants overwhelmingly prefer that new
buildings on the waterfront look similar to the rest of Norristown architecturally (75%)
and be in the 4-6 story height range (86%). Most prefer an urban riverwalk (52%), while
many prefer the riverfront retail option (41%).
Based on verbal comments offered at the workshop, participants were interested in
keeping the architecture the same and not developing many tall buildings. They want to
keep the quaint/historic feel of the town. Participants warned against blocking the town
off from the riverfront. One participant stated that the train tracks already serve as a
barrier, so building a row of tall buildings would further separate the town and the river.
Some people suggested focusing on what the people of
Norristown want, but also just as importantly, what the
market wants because the market dictates success.
Finally, many participants were interested in the plans for
the sewage treatment plant.
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Roadway Design/Access
This station included a display board of photographs
depicting various traffic calming mechanisms such as
textured pavement, landscaped medians, bulb-outs, and
neck-downs. It also included a “roll-out” map of the study
area used to engage participants in discussions of waterfront
access.
Results/Comments:
Participants at this station offered numerous questions and
comments regarding the new interchange project.
Discussions hinted at a need for more coverage / public
involvement of the Lafayette Interchange. Regarding
access, participants were most concerned with pedestrian
and bicycle facilities both at the existing access points and
within the redeveloped area. They want the redeveloped
area to be very walkable. Participants favorably received
the traffic calming images.
Land Use
This station included a land use map and zoning map of the study area. Additionally,
this station included a map showing redevelopment potential based on a buildable land
analysis. The analysis entailed dividing the study area into 15 subareas and calculating
the area available for development after removing constraints such as the floodway,
railroad tracks, major streets, and PECO power lines. Each developable area was
consequently assigned a probability of redevelopment (low, medium, high) based on
factors such as existing uses, physical constraints, and property conditions.
Results/Comments:
One resident suggested building a walkway along the river with restaurants, similar to
the riverwalk in Georgetown, South Carolina. Another suggested public amenities on
the waterfront such as an amphitheatre, recreational opportunities, and trails.
Several
residents
suggested
that
residential
development for middle and upper income residents be
created along the waterfront.
This waterfront
residential development could be buffered from the
railroad tracks with 5-6 story buildings. One resident
suggested building row houses to encourage “pride of
ownership” instead of building condominiums, which do
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not promote community. No high rises should be placed directly on the waterfront; this
will make residents angry.
A student inquired about the market feasibility of the area. He asked who will live in
Norristown, as well as who will visit Norristown. A
business owner mentioned that he would like to see more
pedestrian and bicycle traffic in order to encourage more
patronage of his business. A resident commented that
proportionally, Norristown has more affordable housing
and social services than the rest of the county. This trend
may be because Norristown also has the best public
transit.
WRITTEN COMMENTS RECEIVED
•
•

Provide an area that is usable and accessible for senior citizens (C. Pacher,
Plymouth Twp resident)
From the standpoint of someone who works in town (DEP Building) I can say that
a common theme coming from the newer people working in Norristown is that
there is a severe limitation of things to do along Main and Lafayette Streets during
the day. There is a definite demand for both retail and
recreational opportunities.
The alienation of traffic
congestion is also a major hurdle that needs to be
overcome. As a resident, I would much prefer to see a
recreational aspect to a redeveloped waterfront. As was
already mentioned tonight, there is a serious glut of office
space. The high rise building style employed by O’Neill
Properties in Conshohocken has done nothing but wall
off the river from the surrounding community (Ben
Russell, Norristown resident).
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A.2

May 18, 2006

Meeting Purpose: Second public workshop for the Lafayette Street Land Use Access
Study. This meeting was an opportunity for residents to learn the
results of the previous public workshop and to comment on the
planning team’s recommendations.
Sign-In:
12 participants provided their names and contact information.
Project Staff in Attendance
Leo Bagley
Matt Edmond
Summer Frederick
Paul Jansson
Barry Jeffries
Joel Johnson
Jayne Musonye
Dawn Nicholson
Henry Sekawungu
Heather Sherk

Montgomery County Planning Commission
Montgomery County Planning Commission
Montgomery County Planning Commission
Norristown Municipal Administrator
Montgomery County Planning Commission
Montgomery County Redevelopment Authority
Norristown Planning Director
Norristown Planning and Municipal Development
Norristown Assistant Planning Director
Montgomery County Planning Commission

Mamie Lynch
Keith Mullins
Holly Rybinski

Edwards and Kelcey
Edwards and Kelcey
Edwards and Kelcey

The format of the meeting was as follows:
6:00 – 6:30 Open House
6:30 – 7:00 Presentation
7:00 – 8:00 Open House
PRESENTATION
The presentation portion of the workshop
included an introduction by Leo Bagley of the
Montgomery County Planning Commission and a
PowerPoint presentation by Keith Mullins of
Edwards and Kelcey.
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The following discussion ensued based on the presentation:
•

•

•

A participant asked if the existing uses, such as the water treatment plant, can be
changed. Keith responded that some land uses can be changed more easily than
others. He suggested that the group look at the Available Land Redevelopment
Acreage map which shows the potential for change for different regions in the study
area.
Each area is designated as high, moderate, or low potential for
redevelopment, and the land use recommendations were based on these rankings.
A participant questioned if the project
recommends enough parking. He suggested
that the map does not seem to display much
parking as compared with the proposed
amount of development. Keith explained that
the designated parking lots will not be the only
parking available in the area. Developers will
be required to provide parking as they
develop the land. Leo added that since this is
a market-driven plan, the type of development
relies on the market, but regardless of the
type of development, the zoning requires development to include the appropriate
amount of parking.
As a follow up to the first parking question, a participant asked how many spaces will
be included in the new SEPTA parking garage. Leo responded that there will be 540
new spaces and that the contract for construction of the garage will be awarded next
week, allowing for construction to begin very soon.
• Another participant asked how many lanes
will be constructed on Lafayette Street, and
Leo responded that as part of Lafayette
Street
Transportation
Improvements
project, Lafayette Street will be widened to
two lanes in each direction.
• A participant asked for more information on
the gateway streets. Leo explained that
the plan is to enhance the streets that enter
Norristown to provide more of a welcoming
atmosphere. For example, the plan would
include improving the lighting on the bridges to make them more inviting, but would
not include widening the bridges. By creating more attractive gateways into
Norristown, the hope is that more people will be encouraged to visit and live in the
town.
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•

Another participant asked about the north/south connections in the study area and
was concerned that it will be difficult to get from Main Street to the riverfront. Paul
Jansson (Norristown Municipal Administrator) explained that DeKalb Street, Ford
Street, and Mill Street will provide access between Main Street and the riverfront. In
order to improve this access, the plan proposes signalizing the Ford Street and
Lafayette Street intersection and improving the railroad crossing on Ford Street.
Keith added that the plan also concentrates on the north/south pedestrian
movements because riverfront accessibility for pedestrians coming from Main Street
is essential.

OPEN HOUSE
The Open House portions of the workshop,
which occurred both before and after the
presentation, allowed attendees to view figures
displaying the project’s progress and discuss
different aspects of the plan with the
representatives from Montgomery County,
Norristown, and Edwards and Kelcey. This
portion of the workshop included three (3)
listening stations as well as boards displaying the
results of the previous workshop and a large
overall aerial map of the study area including
photographs of existing conditions and renderings of proposed improvements. The
three listening stations included:
Pinnacle Buildings
According to the zoning code, six (6)
pinnacle buildings (10+ stories) are
permitted within the study area, with one
pinnacle building permitted east of Walnut
Street.
The planning team proposed
building five (5) pinnacle buildings
throughout the study area with one located
east of Walnut Street. These five locations
were displayed on a map and workshop
participants were asked to provide their
opinions on the proposed pinnacle building
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locations. Each participant used a green sticker dot to
indicate agreement with the placement of the pinnacle
buildings or a red sticker dot to indicate disagreement
with their placement. Participants who disagreed with
the pinnacle building placement were asked to indicate
which buildings they did not approve of and why.

Results/Comments:
Do you agree with the placement of the pinnacle buildings?
Response
Dots
Percentage
YES
5
62.5%
NO
3
37.5%
Total
8
100%

Pinnacle Building Placement
AGREE
DISAGREE

DISAGREE, 37.5%

AGREE, 62.5%
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Most workshop participants (63.5%) agreed
with the placement of the pinnacle buildings.
However, several participants (32.5%) had
suggestions regarding their placement. All
three people who disagreed with the pinnacle
building placement did so because of the
pinnacle building located north of Schuylkill
Avenue to the west of DeKalb Pike.
Additionally, two of the three people who
disagreed also did not like the location of the
pinnacle building north of Schuylkill Avenue and
east of DeKalb Pike. All three participants felt
Disagree with pinnacle building placement
that these two pinnacle buildings would create a
physical and visual barrier between the town and the riverfront and preferred locating
pinnacle buildings on the western and eastern ends of the study area while constructing
smaller buildings in the areas that will be pedestrian oriented.
Vehicular and Pedestrian Access
This station included a board displaying the Proposed Vehicular and Pedestrian Access
Improvements. The three main improvements discussed at this station were:
•
•
•

Extending Barbadoes Street and improving Water Street to improve connectivity,
Realigning and signalizing Schuylkill Avenue, and
Improving the Ford Street and Lafayette Street intersection and the Ford Street
railroad crossing.

Results/Comments:
A resident voiced concern over the need for
children to cross the train tracks in order to
access the riverfront. Many children live north of
Lafayette Street between Ford Street and Mill
Street, so they will try to cross the R6 tracks to
access the urban area and the river. It will be
very important to install barriers to prevent people
from crossing the tracks at unsignalized
locations. Additionally, there is a significant
elderly population living north of the railroad
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tracks, so a resident suggested making provisions for the elderly to access the riverfront
from Main Street. Finally, a participant voiced approval of the plan by saying that if
people are given transportation, they will spend money in Norristown.
Land Use
This station included three figures showing the
process and the results of the land use analysis.
The first board showed the Available Land
Redevelopment Acreage, and the second board
showed the Land Use Recommendations. It was
explained that the Available Land Redevelopment
Acreage information was used to determine the
Land Use Recommendations set forth in the
study. The third figure (Figure 13), which was
developed by Montgomery County Planning
Commission, also provides an overview of the proposed land uses.
Results/Comments:
Several workshop participants asked how the land segments were identified as having
high, moderate, or low potential for redevelopment. Mamie Lynch (EK) and Leo
explained that the analysis entailed dividing the study area into 15 sub-areas and
calculating the area available for development after removing constraints such as the
floodway, railroad tracks, major streets, and PECO power lines. Each developable area
was consequently assigned a probability of redevelopment (high, moderate, low) based
on factors such as existing uses, physical constraints, and property conditions.
One resident asked for more information on the regional shopping. Mamie explained
that while the location of this shopping area is market-driven, it is proposed to be
located near the new Turnpike interchange. This location would be ideal because the
Turnpike would provide easy access to the shopping center. She continued to explain
that the idea for this shopping center is to create a walkable shopping community,
similar to Main Street at Exton, where visitors can park their car and then stroll around
the shops and restaurants.
Several participants indicated their approval of
the land use recommendations. They said that
the proposed recommendations match what
they would have planned themselves. One
person noted particular interest in the scenic
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overlook in the urban park near Sawmill Run Creek. He agreed that this is an ideal
location for an urban park because of the existing stream. Additionally, he liked the idea
of the urban street network and the opportunity that it provides for a walkable
community.
WRITTEN COMMENTS RECEIVED
•

•

•

I did not attend the 2/23 meeting, but was concerned to see that 61% of
participants felt generating increased economic activity was the least important
goal. I feel that renewing the economic vitality of Norristown (not just along
Lafayette Street) should be the primary goal of this project. (Steven Duffy,
Norristown resident)
In general, I found the plan presented to be a good plan. I would not, however, be
in favor of a tall 10-12 story “pinnacle” building on the south side of the SEPTA
train station. I would prefer a smaller structure that preserved the view from the
courthouse to the river and took advantage of the open space on the triangular site
next to the dam. (Steven Duffy, Norristown resident)
I’m concerned about the lack of access to the area from Ford Street to Mill Street.
Residents immediately north of the area will not be able to get to it. Recreation
space for children of both existing and new residents is needed. Access streets to
the area are running through highly residential areas with many children. These
streets with higher speed traffic will not be safe. (Judy Novey, Lafayette Hill
resident)
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PNDI Project Environmental Review Receipt
Project Search ID: 20051128012133
Project Name: Lafayette Street Land Use
Date: 11/28/2005 11:54:16 AM

Project Location
Location Accuracy
Project locations are assumed to be
both precise and accurate for the
purposes of environmental review. The
creator/owner of the Project Review
Receipt is solely responsible for the
project location and thus the
correctness of the Project Review
Receipt content.

Project Name: Lafayette Street Land Use
On behalf of: Self
Project Search ID: 20051128012133
Date: 11/28/2005 11:52:27 AM
# of Potential Impacts: 3
Jurisdictional Agency: US Fish and Wildlife Service,Pennsylvania
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources,Pennsylvania Fish and
Boat Commission
Project Category: Development,New public/community development (school,
library, church, museum)
Project Coordinates (Lambert): 743968.36797110, 416314.77851706 ft

3 Potential Impacts
Under the Following Agencies'
Jurisdiction: US Fish and Wildlife
Service,Pennsylvania Department of
Conservation and Natural
Resources,Pennsylvania Fish and Boat
Commission

ZIP Code: 19401
Township/Municipality: NORRISTOWN
County: Montgomery
USGS 7.5 Minute Quadrangle ID: 285
Quadrangle Name: NORRISTOWN
Project Size: 231.741 ac
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APPLICANT INITIALS: ___________

PNDI Project Environmental Review Receipt
Project Search ID: 20051128012133
Project Name: Lafayette Street Land Use
Date: 11/28/2005 11:54:16 AM

Project Name: Lafayette Street Land Use
On behalf of: Self
Project Search ID: 20051128012133
Date: 11/28/2005 11:52:27 AM
# of Potential Impacts: 3
Jurisdictional Agency: US Fish and Wildlife Service,Pennsylvania
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources,Pennsylvania Fish
and Boat Commission
Project Category: Development,New public/community development
(school, library, church, museum)
Project Coordinates (Lambert): 743968.36797110,
416314.77851706 ft
ZIP Code: 19401
Township/Municipality: NORRISTOWN
County: Montgomery
USGS 7.5 Minute Quadrangle ID: 285
Quadrangle Name: NORRISTOWN
Project Size: 231.741 ac

These determinations were based on the project-specific information
you provided, including the exact project location; the project type,
description, and features; and any responses to questions that were
generated during this search. If any of the information you provided
does not accurately reflect this project, or if project plans change, DEP
and the jurisdictional agencies require that another PNDI review be
conducted.
This response represents the most up-to-date summary of the
PNDI data files and is good for one(1) year from the date of this
PNDI Project Environmental Review Receipt.
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Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory (PNDI) records indicate there
are potential impacts on special concern species and resources within
the project area. If the project is pursued, the jurisdictional
agency/agencies indicated require that the instructions below
regarding potential impacts and/or avoidance measures be followed in
their entirety.
Q1: Aquatic habitat (stream, river, lake, pond, etc.) is located on or
adjacent to the subject property and project activities (including
discharge) may occur within 300 feet of these habitats
Your answer is: 3. Unknown
Please initial here signifying that you have provided the most accurate
answer to the question as possible.
APPLICANT INITIALS: ___________
Q2: Accurately describe what is known about wetland presence in the
project area or on the land parcel. "Project" includes all features of the
project (including buildings, roads, utility lines, outfall and intake
structures, wells, stormwater retention/detention basins, parking lots,
driveways, lawns, etc.), as well as all associated impacts (e.g.,
temporary staging areas, work areas, temporary road crossings, areas
subject to grading or clearing, etc.). Include all areas that will be
permanently or temporarily affected -- either directly or indirectly -- by
any type of disturbance (e.g., land clearing, grading, tree removal,
flooding, etc.). Land parcel = the lot(s) on which some type of project(s)
or activity(s) are proposed to occur .
Your answer is: 2. The project area (or land parcel) has not been
investigated by someone qualified to identify and delineate
wetlands, or it is currently unknown if the project or project
activities will affect wetlands.
Please initial here signifying that you have provided the most accurate
answer to the question as possible.
APPLICANT INITIALS: ___________

APPLICANT INITIALS: ___________

PNDI Project Environmental Review Receipt
Project Search ID: 20051128012133
Project Name: Lafayette Street Land Use
Date: 11/28/2005 11:54:16 AM

1 potential impact
The Applicant should MAIL a copy of this Project Environmental
Review Receipt, a cover letter with project narrative, acreage to be
impacted, how construction/maintenance activity is to be
accomplished, township/municipality and county where project is
located, and a USGS 7.5 minute quadrangle with project boundary and
quad name marked on the map.

US Fish and Wildlife Service.
Endangered Species Biologist
315 South Allen Street,Suite 322.
State College, PA 16801

accomplished, township/municipality and county where project is
located, and a USGS 7.5 minute quadrangle with project boundary and
quad name marked on the map.
Natural Diversity Section
Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission
Division of Environmental Services
450 Robinson Lane
Bellefonte, PA 16823
FAX Number: (814) 359-5175
Please mail only one (1) copy of the project review request. Do not
email the project information. Allow 30 days for completion of the
project review from the date of PFBC receipt of the project review
request.

1 potential impact
The Applicant should MAIL/FAX a copy of this Project Environmental
Review Receipt, a cover letter with project narrative, acreage to be
impacted, how construction/maintenance activity is to be
accomplished, township/municipality and county where project is
located, and a USGS 7.5 minute quadrangle with project boundary and
quad name marked on the map.
Ecological Services Section
Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
Bureau of Forestry
P.O. Box 8552
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8552
Review Coordinator: (717) 772-0258
FAX Number: (717) 772-0271
1 potential impact
The Applicant should MAIL/FAX a copy of this Project Environmental
Review Receipt, a cover letter with project narrative, acreage to be
impacted, how construction/maintenance activity is to be
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DISCLAIMER
The PNDI environmental review website is a preliminary environmental
screening tool. It is not a substitute for information obtained from a field
survey of the project area conducted by a biologist. Such surveys may
reveal previously undocumented populations of species of special
concern. In addition, the PNDI only contains information about species
occurrences that have actually been reported to the Pennsylvania
Natural Heritage Program.
Pennsylvania State Programmatic General Permit (PASPGP)
Please note that regardless of PNDI search results, projects requiring
a Chapter 105 DEP individual permit or GP 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 or 11 in certain
counties (Adams, Berks, Bucks, Chester, Cumberland, Delaware,
Franklin, Lancaster, Lebanon, Lehigh, Monroe, Montgomery,
Northampton, Schuylkill and York) are required by DEP to comply with
the bog turtle habitat screening requirements of the PASPGP.

APPLICANT INITIALS: ___________

PNDI Project Environmental Review Receipt
Project Search ID: 20051128012133
Project Name: Lafayette Street Land Use
Date: 11/28/2005 11:54:16 AM

TERMS OF USE
Upon signing into the PNDI environmental review website, and as a
condition of using it, you agreed to certain terms of use. These are as
follows:
The web site is intended solely for the purpose of screening projects
for potential impacts on resources of special concern in accordance
with the instructions provided on the web site. Use of the web site for
any other purpose or in any other way is prohibited and subject to
criminal prosecution under federal and state law, including but not
limited to the following: Computer Fraud and Abuse Act of 1986, as
amended, 18 U.S.C. § 1030; Pennsylvania Crimes Code, § 4911
(tampering with public records or information), § 7611 (unlawful use of
computer and other computer crimes), § 7612 (disruption of service), §
7613 (computer theft), § 7614 (unlawful duplication), and § 7615
(computer trespass).
The PNHP reserves the right at any time and without notice to modify
or suspend the web site and to terminate or restrict access to it.
The terms of use may be revised from time to time. By continuing to
use the web site after changes to the terms have been posted, the
user has agreed to accept such changes.
This review is based on the project information that was entered. The
jurisdictional agencies and DEP require that the review be redone if the
project area, location, or the type of project changes. If additional
information on species of special concern becomes available, this
review may be reconsidered by the jurisdictional agency.

system. It maintains a record of each environmental review search
result as well as contact information for the project applicant. These
records are maintained for internal tracking purposes. Information
collected in this application will be made available only to the
jurisdictional agencies and to the Department of Environmental
Protection, except if required for law enforcement purposes—see
paragraph below.
This system is monitored to ensure proper operation, to verify the
functioning of applicable security features, and for other like purposes.
Anyone using this system consents to such monitoring and is advised
that if such monitoring reveals evidence of possible criminal activity,
system personnel may provide the evidence to law enforcement
officials. See Terms of Use.

In order for this project to be considered for
subsequent review, a signed and initialed copy of this
receipt is required by the agency or agencies
indicated. DEP requires that a signed and initialed
copy of this receipt, along with any required
documentation from jurisdictional agencies
concerning resolution of potential impacts, be
submitted in applications for permits requiring PNDI
review. See DEP PNDI policy at
www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us or visit the following
websites for further information.
Regional Offices
Http://www.dep.state.pa.us/dep/deputate/fieldops/map.pdf
District Mining Operations
Http://www.dep.state.pa.us/dep/deputate/minres/Districts/homepage/D
efault.htm

PRIVACY and SECURITY
This web site operates on a Commonwealth of Pennsylvania computer
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APPLICANT INITIALS: ___________

PNDI Project Environmental Review Receipt
Project Search ID: 20051128012133
Project Name: Lafayette Street Land Use
Date: 11/28/2005 11:54:16 AM

Oil and Gas Management
Http://www.dep.state.pa.us/dep/deputate/minres/OILGAS/Customer
Needs.htm
Print this Project Review Receipt using your Internet browser's
print function and keep it as a record of your search.

Signature: ___________________________________
Date:

Phone:

___________________________________

Email:

___________________________________

The following contact information is for the agencies involved in this
Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory environmental review
process. Please read this entire receipt carefully as it contains
instructions for how to contact these agencies for further review of this
particular project.

___________________________________

Project applicant on whose behalf this search was conducted:
APPLICANT
Contact Name:

___________________________________

Address:

___________________________________

City, State, Zip:

___________________________________

Phone:

___________________________________

Email:

___________________________________

PERSON CONDUCTING SEARCH (if not applicant)
Contact Name:

___________________________________

Address:

___________________________________

City, State, Zip:

___________________________________
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US Fish and Wildlife Service.
Endangered Species Biologist
315 South Allen Street,Suite 322.
State College, PA 16801
Ecological Services Section
Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
Bureau of Forestry
P.O. Box 8552
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8552
Review Coordinator: (717) 772-0258
FAX Number: (717) 772-0271
Natural Diversity Section
Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission
Division of Environmental Services
450 Robinson Lane
Bellefonte, PA 16823
FAX Number: (814) 359-5175
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Land Use/Land Cover:
Montgomery County Planning Commission provided, derived from 2004 land use/land
cover categorization based on 2000 orthophotography provided by DVRPC
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Montgomery County Planning Commission provided, derived from zoning created by
each municipality (Norristown, December 2000; Plymouth, March 1975)
Redevelopment Area Plan for the Riverfront Redevelopment Area, Borough of
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Scoring of Proposed Land Use Recommendations from Existing Planning Studies Against the Current Study Goals

Redevelopment Area Plan for the Riverfront Redevelopment Area

Proposed Land Use

Upland 1

Riverfront 1

Upland 2

Upland 3

Open Space

Open Space

Parking Lot Open Space Residential Parking Lot Transportation

Riverfront 2

(existing)

Riverfront 3
Office

Upland 4
Convention
Center

Parking Lot

Riverfront 4

Entertainment Open Space Office

Parking Lot

Center (exist)

Study Goals
Improve traffic circulation by accommodating local and
regional traffic

2

2

3

2

2

2

3

2

2

1

1

3

2

2

Increase on-street and off-street parking along Lafayette
Street

2

2

3

2

2

3

3

2

3

1

2

2

2

3

Transform Lafayette Street into a walkable, tree-lined
street

3

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Provide active/passive waterfront recreation opportunities

3

3

2

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

1

2

Create physical and visual access to the waterfront

3

3

2

3

2

1

2

2

1

1

2

3

1

1

2

2

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

3

3

2

3

1

3

3

2

3

2

2

2

3

3

2

2

2

1

1

18

17

15

17

15

13

15

16

14

12

14

17

12

12

Generate new economic activity including
residential/office development
Preserve the first 100 feet of the waterfront for public
access/space
Total

KEY

This matrix shows the specific proposed land use recommendations from two of the previous planning studies for the study area.

1 Conflicts

Each land use proposed has been assigned a score based on its compatibility with the goals of the current study.

2 Neutral/Moderate
3 Supports

Scoring of Proposed Land Use Recommendations from Existing Planning Studies Against the Current Study Goals

Redevelopment Area Plan for the Riverfront Redevelopment Area
Upland 5
Retail

Riverfront 5

Restaurant

Parking Lot

Office

Upland 6

Parking Lot

Retail

Upland 7

Riverfront 6

Entertainment
Complex
Parking Garage N/A

Restaurant Open Space

Riverfront 8

Riverfront 7
Open Space

Parking Lot

N/A

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

3

2

3

2

2

3

2

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

2

2

2

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

1

2

1

2

2

2

2

1

3

2

3

3

1

3

1

3

3

1

3

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

2

16

16

13

15

13

16

16

13

14

13

16

14

This matrix shows the specific proposed land use recommendations from two of the previous planning studies for the study area.
Each land use proposed has been assigned a score based on its compatibility with the goals of the current study.

0

0

Scoring of Proposed Land Use Recommendations from Existing Planning Studies Against the Current Study Goals

Norristown Economic Revitalization Strategy
Upland 1

Riverfront 1

Park

Park

Riverfront 2

Upland 2
Mixed Use Office

Upland 3

Baseball Stadium

Upland 4

Riverfront 3
Parking
Facility

Transportation Office

Recreation
District
Restaurant

Riverfront 4
Skating
Arena

Office

Park

(existing)

2

2

2

2

1

3

2

3

2

2

2

1

2

3

2

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

2

3

3

2

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

2

2

1

2

2

2

3

2

2

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

1

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

2

3

1

3

3

3

3

1

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

2

2

2

19

17

16

16

13

17

16

13

18

17

15

15

14

This matrix shows the specific proposed land use recommendations from two of the previous planning studies for the study area.
Each land use proposed has been assigned a score based on its compatibility with the goals of the current study.
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Appendix D – Stakeholder Interview Reports
PECO

Attendees:
Leo Bagley
Paul Jansson
Jennifer Duval
Mamie Lynch
Bill Magee
Suzanne Ryan
Rodney Stark
Dennis Wilson

Montgomery County Planning Commission
Norristown Municipal Administrator
Edwards and Kelcey
Edwards and Kelcey
PECO Senior Engineer, Transmission & Substations
PECO County Affairs Manager, Montgomery County
PECO Asset Manager, Land Assets, EED Real Estate & Facilities
PECO Manager of Leasing & Sales, Real Estate & Facilities

I. Welcome and Introductions
Leo Bagley opened the meeting with a welcome and history of the study area. He
stated that the goal is to build a full directional Turnpike extension that connects to
Lafayette Street and eventually build a half interchange at the Dannehower Bridge.
McCormick Taylor is the consultant working on the preliminary engineering, and they
are hoping to have environmental clearance this spring. Leo shared the following
schedule of construction:
•
•
•
•

2008-2009: begin rebuilding the existing Lafayette Street between Barbados and
Ford street
2010: begin extending Lafayette Street to Conshohocken Road and begin
construction of the Turnpike interchange
2012: complete the Turnpike interchange
Mid-next decade: begin work on the Dannehower Bridge

Leo mentioned that we are conducting a similar interview with SEPTA because they
also own parcels in the study area. He added that this land use study will determine the
best use for this strip of land with two linear constrictions.
Leo stated that more off-street parking should be added as the road is widened towards
to the river. The Schuylkill Valley Trail will be moving south towards the PECO poles,
and the elevated portion of the trail will be coming down. Much of the railroad will also
be removed. Leo added that SEPTA is building a 550 space parking garage and
construction will begin this spring.
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Suzanne Ryan questioned if there are any plans for the sewage treatment plant. Paul
Jansson responded that the Norristown Borough Council has six goals for this year and
one of them is to relocate the sewage treatment plant. He said that they may not
relocate it to Barbados Island, but in order to be successful in the redevelopment efforts,
it must be relocated somewhere.
Paul mentioned that the potential exists for buildings that are taller than the PECO
power lines on both sides of the Dannehower Bridge. The poles are about 100 feet tall.
He also asked if it is possible to paint the stacks on Barbados Island. Suzanne offered
to put Paul in contact with the right person.
II. PECO Interview
Can you summarize the history of how and when PECO/Exelon obtained this property?
• Rodney offered that the pieces of land along the railroad tracks were acquired in
the late 1960’s/early 1970’s.
• He added that the Swede Street piece was acquired in the 1920’s. Prior to that,
a predecessor electric company owned it.
What do you envision for the land you own? Are there any plans? Have you developed
or disposed of similar parcels in other communities?
• According to Rodney’s notes, the triangular piece of land in the southwest portion
of the study area (west of 202) is just a PECO easement.
• The piece of land between the two 202s encompasses the PECO substation.
The cost to move this facility is estimated at approximately five million dollars.
The county needs to maintain waterfront access from this piece of land to the
dam.
• PECO has an easement from Lafayette Street to Bridgeport along the strip of
land that extends down from Ford Street.
• PECO needs to keep the triangular piece of land east of 276, because it houses
some very restricted uses. Nothing other than open space is going to work on
this piece. Dennis noted that he had met with Representative Harper regarding
this piece of land.
Are you aware of any constraints to developing the land?
• Rodney told the group that PECO must maintain access to their facilities (towers
and lines).
• Rodney reported that he doesn’t think there are gas lines in this area.
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•
•

One constraint is the crash liability of building a bike/walking trail next to the
poles. There are no hard and fast rules regarding crash liability, but design
features are one solution.
Bill stated that the power lines are 230 kV, and with enough clearance the
following land uses could be considered for location underneath: green space,
parking, small buildings (storage sheds). Bill estimated a 35 foot horizontal
clearance requirement for construction near the power lines in order to prevent
the lines from being blown into the building. This 35 foot estimate varies
depending on the span between poles. Another concern is the electronic fields
present under the lines. Bill added that construction issues exist because it is
necessary to build without taking the power lines down.

Are you willing to sell or lease your land?
• Dennis stated that a lease is a possibility. If the land is being sold to build a road
or something more permanent, a sale or easement is possible. Typically, PECO
does not sell its right-of-way corridors.
• Leo mentioned that some PECO land will be needed to expand the road.
What is your corporate decision-making process for land disposition?
• Suzanne mentioned that an engineering review takes a minimum of four months.
• The first step is to field a request to Dennis and Rodney. Rodney is
knowledgeable about acquisitions.
• The next step is to submit a proposal to Bill to see if there are restrictions or to
get the “green light.”
• The Real Estate Department ultimately decides if land will be leased, sold, or an
easement granted.
• Dennis mentioned that plans for a trail must be approved by PECO and
Montgomery County (John Woods). Leo added that a typical trail is now 12-14
feet wide, which is wider than trails used to be.
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SEPTA

Attendees:
Bob Allman
Leo Bagley
Leo Byrne
Jennifer Duval
Stan Kadish
Ed LaGuardia
Mamie Lynch
Gerald Maier

SEPTA, Director of Transportation
Montgomery County Planning Commission
SEPTA – Supervisor, Transit Properties
Edwards and Kelcey
SEPTA – Manager, Property Development
SEPTA – Assistant Chief Engineer, Bridges & Buildings
Edwards and Kelcey
SEPTA – Director of Real Estate

I. Welcome and Introductions
Leo Bagley opened the meeting with a welcome and history of the study area. He
stated that the goal of the existing Lafayette Street project is to build a full directional
Turnpike extension that connects to Lafayette Street and eventually to build a half
interchange at the Dannehower Bridge. McCormick Taylor is the consultant working on
the preliminary engineering, and they are hoping to have environmental clearance this
spring. Leo mentioned that Lafayette Street is and will continue to be a borough and
township road; therefore it is not owned or maintained by PennDOT.
Leo continued that one of the purposes of the Lafayette Street Land Use Access Study
is to improve access into, out of, and within the waterfront area. He also explained that
the project involves widening Lafayette Street from Ford Street to DeKalb. This
widening may involve SEPTA because of the proximity to SEPTA’s land. He added that
the Schuylkill Valley Trail will be moving south towards the PECO poles, and the
elevated portion of the trail and the wall will be coming down. Leo said that one of the
items this study will examine is whether or not the freight transfer station and Duff
properties should stay where they currently lie. The freight station could become the
park/trail headquarters or visitors center.
Leo mentioned that we are conducted a similar interview with PECO because they also
own parcels in the study area.
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II. SEPTA Interview
Can you summarize the history of how and when SEPTA obtained this property?
• Gerry Maier explained that SEPTA originally acquired the property from various
sources as the Pennsylvania and Reading Railroads demised.
• The area along I-276, currently mapped as Pennsylvania Railroad Company
ownership, is actually owned by Norfolk Southern.
• Gerry Maier stated that SEPTA owns a cube of space under the power lines near
where the underpass is, but that the bridge is owned by PECO. He added that
SEPTA cannot do anything other than what they are doing currently with their
long strip of land.
• Leo Byrne stated that other railroads are basically out of the picture as far as
ownership. The bike path is along the old Pennsylvania Railroad and SEPTA
bought the old Reading Railroad.
What do you envision for the land you own? Are there any plans? Have you developed
or disposed of similar parcels in other communities?
• Gerry stated that there are no firm plans for the temporary parking area located
between Lafayette Street and Washington Street. If the land can be used for a
public purpose that makes sense, SEPTA will work with the County.
• Gerry explained that SEPTA mostly owns right-of-way and parking, and they do
not see any other possibilities for the station.
• Gerry stated that bids for a new parking lot and garage in the area will be
prepared within the next few weeks. Jen Duval will coordinate with Leo Bagley to
obtain more information on this plan.
• Gerry stated that SEPTA may need the surplus parking in the future, even after
the new parking garage is built. SEPTA estimates that there may be demand for
over 1,000 parking spaces if the Schuylkill Valley Metro is built. This parking
could be used jointly with the County.
• Leo Bagley stated that the goal is to extend the R6 line to Route 422, and
SEPTA agreed with this goal.
• Ed said that he does not think SEPTA currently uses the land near the river.
Are you aware of any constraints to developing the land?
• The group did not state any known constraints to developing the land.
Are you willing to sell or lease your land?
• Gerry Maier stated that it is easier to deal with another government agency rather
than with individual landowners. As stated earlier, Gerry said that SEPTA would
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be willing to work with the County to develop the land for a use that would benefit
everyone involved.
What is your corporate decision-making process for land disposition?
• Leo Byrne explained that the best course of action is to start with this same
group of SEPTA representatives who will work with Montgomery County and
inform the County of what approvals are needed. This group can also provide a
good feasibility test. The Board must approve all real estate transactions.
Is it possible to widen the track crossing at Ford Street?
• It is possible with enhanced gates and electronics.
• Gerry reported that the last at-grade crossing project cost $1 million, so it is an
expensive project to undertake.
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D.3

O’Neill Properties Group

ATTENDEES
Chris Galligan – O’Neill Properties Group
Brian Finnegan – O’Neill Properties Group
Caren Brown – O’Neill Properties Group
Summer Frederick – Montgomery County Planning Commission
Steve Nelson – Montgomery County Planning Commission
Jim Savard – O’Neill Properties Group
Keith Mullins – Edwards and Kelcey
Mamie Lynch – Edwards and Kelcey
Paul Jansson – Norristown Municipal Administrator
I. Welcome and Introductions
Keith began the meeting with a welcome and then described the limits and the purpose
of the Lafayette Street Land Use Access Study. He explained that Edwards and Kelcey
was tasked with evaluating the area’s susceptibility to change, proposing land uses
based on the UDO zoning, evaluating the Weitzmann and other studies, recommending
access improvements, and performing stakeholder interviews with SEPTA, PECO, and
O’Neill Properties Group.
Jim Savard asked if this study looked into the parking requirements of development,
and Keith responded that while the land use recommendations include several
proposed parking lot locations, a parking study was not completed under this study
because more detailed information would be necessary to develop parking plans.
II. O’Neill Discussion
Keith asked a representative from O’Neill to explain which properties within the study
area that they own. Caren Brown listed the following properties:
•
•
•
•
•

1210 Stanbridge Street
408 Cherry Street
29-33 West Main Street
500 East Washington Street – There are multiple tenants here now.
600 East Washington Street – This location, which falls within a Keystone
Opportunity Zone (KOZ), is the current Nicolette site which will be demolished
soon.
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•
•

600 East Washington Street – This location, which falls within a Keystone
Opportunity Zone (KOZ), is the current Nicolette site which will be demolished
soon.
700 East Washington Street – This site currently is vacant.

Keith asked if O’Neill is interested in acquiring more properties in the area, and Caren
responded that they are interested in continuing to develop in Norristown. She added
that the relocation of the sewer plant and the planned Lafayette Street improvements
provide the impetus for further development in the area, and O’Neill is working with
Wallace, Roberts, and Todd to evaluate this potential development within Norristown.
Keith explained that this study evaluated the susceptibility to change of land throughout
the study area. He explained that the proposed land uses need to justify the costs of
acquisition. Also, he said that the study aimed to create some public space including an
amphitheater, a scenic overlook, and an urban esplanade. Keith went on to explain that
the pinnacle buildings displayed on the Land Use Recommendations map represent
10+ story buildings, and the infill buildings represent 4 to 5 story buildings.
Caren asked about the setbacks requirements, and Summer responded by explaining
the analysis done regarding the floodplain and the floodway. She went on to discuss
the zoning analysis that the Montgomery County Planning Commission performed. She
explained that 6 pinnacle buildings are permitted within the UDO. She also discussed
the public desire for access to the waterfront. In order to meet the public’s request, this
study recommends a public river walk. Also, to encourage successful redevelopment,
the study recommends the development of an urban street network west of the Sawmill
Run, and a pedestrian underpass on Mill Street, providing easy access to the water.
The group talked about the plans for the Nicolette building. Jim explained that O’Neill is
thinking of creating office buildings at this site, and then possibly growing into a mixed
use building.
Paul responded by emphasizing the public pushback regarding
commercial development. The public strongly requested residential/retail/commercial
mixed-use development rather than the construction of office buildings, and Mamie
offered to send Caren a link to the results of the public workshop indicating this public
response. Jim responded by saying that there still needs to be an environmental study
to see if the buildings are up to residential standards before residential development can
be considered. There are two possible options that O’Neill must be prepared for: 1) if
the whole plan works and 2) if the plan does not come to fruition fully. Jim then asked
what the public and merchant preference regarding retail development is. He
suggested that businesspeople along Main Street would be unhappy with retail
development along the riverfront because it could detract from their business. Keith
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explained that at the public workshops, people were in favor of the urban riverwalk, but
the public workshop participants were mostly residents, not businesspeople from Main
Street. Paul followed up this comment by explaining that as the transition occurs,
merchants may leave Main Street for the riverwalk, but other businesses, such as
kitchen outfitters, will remain on Main Street. The riverwalk will have an eclectic urban
retail feel with restaurants and shops, while Main Street still will be able to thrive with
different types of businesses. Summer emphasized the need to improve access to the
river from Main Street in order to maintain economic success at both locations.
Paul updated the group on the opinions of other stakeholders. He stated that the school
district is on board for the project, including the addition of residential development.
Since the proposed development is not single-family homes, the schools will not be
dramatically impacted by an increase in residential population. Also, he met with the
sewer group which is using a 2.7 people/household estimate. He went on to explain
that office development will have no economic impact on the community, especially in a
KOZ. Jim responded by saying that office development will bring in money. Paul
agreed that it is acceptable to develop offices if they have commercial uses on the first
floor. However, developing office-only buildings will not make the best use of the space.
Caren asked how the work would be phased for the Turnpike Interchange project. Keith
replied that the first phase of construction will take place from Barbados Street to Ford
Street, the second phase will take place from Ford Street to the Dannehower Bridge,
and the final phase will involve the replacement of the Dannehower Bridge, including
ramp construction. Summer added that the Montgomery County Planning Commission
plans to investigate this phasing in more depth soon. Paul provided a summary of the
project’s schedule by explaining that it would take one year to get political impetus for
funding, one year for engineering of the sewer relocation, and three years to build the
plant, for a total project length of approximately 5-7 years. Brian explained that O’Neill
is working on a six month abating and demolition of the Nicolette property. The rest of
the building development relies on planning and finding the tenants. Brian added that
receiving Act 2 clearance also will be a factor in the building timing.
Paul explained that Norristown has been talking with Malcolm Pirnie about economic
options as part of the study to move the sewer plants. He then asked if O’Neill would
consider organizing a mutli-developer effort. Jim said that they have not worked as part
of a multi-developer effort before, but it may be a possibility. They would need to
discuss the option with Brian O’Neill. Paul said that they could either fight eminent
domain or already have developers online with money. Paul indicated that other
developers are prepared to join in this effort. Jim explained that in order to join such a
group, they will need to understand the value of different properties first.
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E.
Appendix E – American Planning Association Model Mixed Use Zoning
District Ordinance
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4.1 MODEL MIXED-USE ZONING DISTRICT ORDINANCE
The following model zoning district provisions represent a commercial zoning classification that
permits, rather than mandates, a vertical mix of commercial and residential uses within the same
building. The district is intended to accommodate a physical pattern of development often found
along village main streets and in neighborhood commercial areas of older cities.
Primary Smart Growth Principle Addressed: Mix land uses
Secondary Smart Growth Principle Addressed: Compact building design
CX1, Neighborhood Commercial, Mixed-Use District
101. Purpose
The purposes of the CX1, Neighborhood Commercial, Mixed-Use District are to:
(1) Accommodate mixed-use buildings with neighborhood-serving retail, service, and
other uses on the ground floor and residential units above the nonresidential space;
(2) Encourage development that exhibits the physical design characteristics of pedestrianoriented, storefront-style shopping streets; and
(3) Promote the health and well-being of residents by encouraging physical activity,
alternative transportation, and greater social interaction.
102. Definitions
As used in this ordinance, the following words and terms shall have the meanings specified
herein:
“Floor Area Ratio” means the ratio of a building’s gross floor area to the area of the lot on
which the building is located.
“Gross Floor Area” is the sum of the gross horizontal areas of all floors of a building
measured from the exterior faces of the exterior walls or from the centerline of walls
separating two buildings. Gross floor area does not include basements when at least onehalf the floor-to-ceiling height is below grade, accessory parking (i.e., parking that is
available on or off-site that is not part of the use’s minimum parking standard), attic space
having a floor-to-ceiling height less than seven feet, exterior balconies, uncovered steps, or
inner courts.
“Mixed-use Building” means a building that contains at least one floor devoted to allowed
nonresidential uses and at least one devoted to allowed residential uses.
103. Allowed Uses
Uses are allowed in “CX1” zoning districts in accordance with the use table of this section.
USE GROUP
Use Category
Specific Use Type
P= permitted by-right

Zoning District
CX1
C = conditional use

N = Not allowed

USE GROUP
Use Category
Specific Use Type
P= permitted by-right
C = conditional use
RESIDENTIAL
Household Living
Artist Live/Work Space located above the ground floor
Artist Live/Work Space, ground floor
Dwelling Units located above the ground floor
Detached House
Multiunit (3+ units) Residential
Single-Room Occupancy
Townhouse
Two-Flat
Group Living
Assisted Living
Group Home
Nursing Home
Temporary Overnight Shelter
Transitional Residences
Transitional Shelters
PUBLIC AND CIVIC
Colleges and Universities
Cultural Exhibits and Libraries
Day Care
Hospital
Lodge or Private Club
Parks and Recreation
Postal Service
Public Safety Services
Religious Assembly
School
Utilities and Services, Minor
Utilities and Services, Major
COMMERCIAL
Adult Use
Animal Services
Shelter/Boarding Kennel
Sales and Grooming
Veterinary
Artist Work or Sales Space
Drive-Through Facility [See comment]
Eating and Drinking Establishments
Restaurant
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Zoning District
CX1
N = Not allowed

P
C
P
C
C
C
C
C
C
P
C
C
C
C
P
P
P
N
N
P
P
P
P
C
P
C
N
N
P
P
P
C
P

USE GROUP
Use Category
Specific Use Type
P= permitted by-right
C = conditional use
Tavern
Entertainment and Spectator Sports
Small (1–149 seats)
Medium (150–999 seats)
Large (1,000+ seats)
Financial Services
Food and Beverage Retail Sales
Gas Stations
Lodging
Small (1–16 guest rooms)
Large (17+ guest rooms)
Medical Service
Office
Parking, Commercial (Nonaccessory)
Personal Service, including health clubs and gyms
Repair Service, Consumer, including bicycles
Residential Storage Warehouse
Retail Sales, General
Vehicle Sales, Service, and Repair
INDUSTRIAL
Manufacturing, Production and Industrial Services
Artisan (hand-tools only; e.g., jewelry or ceramics)
OTHER
Wireless Communication Facilities
Co-located
Freestanding (Towers)

Zoning District
CX1
N = Not allowed
C
P
N
N
P
P
N
P
C
P
P
C
P
P
N
P
N

C

P
C

Comment: This use table should be refined to reflect local characteristics and planning
objectives. The range of uses allowed should be kept as broad as possible in order to ensure that
the district is economically viable. Note that this model allows, as a conditional use, drivethrough facilities. Drive-through facilities may be appropriate in such areas in connection with
banks and pharmacies. Whether to allow them is a policy choice, no different than other policy
choices in selecting permitted uses. Also keep in mind that in buildings with residential units,
commercial use issues will be largely self-policing because owner associations and
builder/developers will ensure that commercial uses in mixed-use buildings will be compatible
with upper-story residential uses.

104. Commercial Establishment Size Limits
The gross floor area of commercial establishments in the CX1 district shall not exceed [15,000]
square feet.
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Comment: Floor area limits are proposed in the model ordinance to help ensure that allowed
commercial uses would be geared toward a neighborhood market area. Some local ordinances
impose much more restrictive floor area limits in neighborhood-oriented districts. The limit
proposed in this model ordinance would accommodate a modern drug store. If floor area limits
are employed, the standards should not be so restrictive as to hamper the economic viability of
the district.
105.

Indoor/Outdoor Operations

All permitted uses in the CX1 district must be conducted within completely enclosed buildings
unless otherwise expressly authorized. This requirement does not apply to off-street parking or
loading areas, automated teller machines, or outdoor seating areas.
106. Floor-to-Floor Heights and Floor Area of Ground-floor Space
(1) All commercial floor space provided on the ground floor of a mixed-use building
must have a minimum floor-to-ceiling height of [11] feet.
(2) All commercial floor space provided on the ground floor of a mixed-use building
must contain the following minimum floor area:
(a) At least [800] square feet or [25] percent of the lot area (whichever is greater) on lots
with street frontage of less than [50] feet; or
(b) at least 20 percent of the lot area on lots with [50] feet of street frontage or more.
Comment: In areas with strong residential real estate markets, ground-floor space is sometimes
viewed as an afterthought, particularly when developed by those with a poor understanding of
mixed-use development. These types of provisions can help ensure that ground-floor space will
meet the needs of future retailers and not sit vacant for years after upper-floor residential units
have been leased or sold.

107. Lot Area per Unit (Density)
The minimum lot area per dwelling unit shall be [1,000] square feet for mixed-use buildings and
[1,500] square feet for all other buildings.
Comment: If mixed-use buildings are desired, such buildings should be rewarded with more
flexible development standards. The model ordinance allows higher residential densities in
mixed-use buildings than it does in single-use buildings.
108. Floor Area Ratio
The maximum FAR shall be [2.0] for mixed-use buildings and [1.25] for all other buildings.
Comment: To encourage mixed-use buildings, the model ordinance allows higher FARs for
mixed-use projects.
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109. Setbacks
(1) The entire building façade must abut front and street side property lines or be located within
[10] feet of such property lines.
Comment: Rather than mandating a zero-foot “build-to” line for all properties in CX1 zoning
districts, this model offers flexibility to accommodate shallow building setbacks that are
sometimes necessary to accommodate features such as outdoor seating/display areas, stoops and
sidewalk widening. Alternately, it is possible for the ordinance to establish a formula to
determine setbacks based on the average setback of buildings in a block face. For an example of
this, see Section 108 of the Model Town Center Ordinance (below).
(2) The minimum rear setback is [0–30] percent of the lot depth.
Comment: The appropriate minimum building setback will depend on lot and development
patterns in the area. When alleys abut the rear of CX1 lots, no rear setback may be necessary,
except perhaps for upper floors. On the other hand, when CX1-zoned lots will abut the rear
property line of residential lots, buildings in the CX1 district should be set back from rear
property lines in order to protect the privacy and open feeling expected within residential rear
yards.
(3) No interior side setbacks are required in the CX1 district, except when CX1-zoned property
abuts R-zoned property, in which case the minimum side setback required in the CX1 district
shall be the same as required for a residential use on the abutting R-zoned lot.
Comment: Most pedestrian-oriented shopping streets are lined with buildings that span the
entire width of the lot. The standard proposed here will help reinforce that pattern, while also
ensuring that if a CX1 district abuts a residential zoning district, a “typical” residential side
yard will be provided.
110. Building Height
The maximum building height shall be [38–50] feet for mixed-use buildings and [35–47] feet for
all other buildings.
Comment: Some communities will want to regulate height by stories rather than feet above
grade, since stories will allow for greater flexibility in building design. The standards proposed
allow greater height for mixed-use buildings than for single-use buildings because mixed-use
buildings are required to have taller floor-to-ceiling heights on the ground floor. The proposed
standards will accommodate three- or four-story buildings.
111. Off-Street Parking
(1) [Insert off-street parking standards]
(2) No off-street parking is required for nonresidential uses in CX1 districts unless such uses
exceed [3,000] square feet of gross floor area, in which case off-street parking must be provided
for the floor area in excess of [3,000] square feet.
Comment: Paragraph (2) may be incorporated into paragraph (1). Exempting small retail
businesses from compliance with off-street parking requirements will help promote pedestrianoriented character and encourage use/reuse of storefront retail space. Communities should also
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examine off-street parking ratios with an eye toward reducing the amount of off-street parking
required overall and encouraging shared and off-site parking arrangements.
(3) Off-street parking spaces must be located to the rear of the principal building or otherwise
screened so as to not be visible from public right-of-way or residential zoning districts.

112.

Transparency

(1) A minimum of [60–75] percent of the street-facing building façade between two feet and
eight feet in height must be comprised of clear windows that allow views of indoor space or
product display areas.
(2) The bottom of any window or product display window used to satisfy the transparency
standard of paragraph (1) above may not be more than [3–4.5] feet above the adjacent sidewalk.
(3) Product display windows used to satisfy these requirements must have a minimum height of
[4] feet and be internally lighted.
113.

Doors and Entrances

(1) Buildings must have a primary entrance door facing a public sidewalk. Entrances at building
corners may be used to satisfy this requirement.
(2) Building entrances may include doors to individual shops or businesses, lobby entrances,
entrances to pedestrian-oriented plazas, or courtyard entrances to a cluster of shops or
businesses.
Comment: Requiring ground-floor windows and sidewalk-facing entrances help make for a
more pleasing pedestrian environment.
114.

Vehicle and Driveway Access

No curb cuts are allowed for lots that abut alleys.
Comment: Driveways that cross sidewalks disrupt pedestrian movements and pose safety
threats. They should be the rare exception in neighborhood-oriented mixed-use districts.
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F.

Appendix F – General Driveway Requirements

The requirements for access along collectors and local roads must follow the
Pennsylvania Code.
1. GENERAL DRIVEWAY REQUIREMENTS IN THE PENNSYLVANIA CODE
Driveways shall be located, designed, constructed and maintained in such a manner as
not to interfere or be inconsistent with the design, maintenance and drainage of the
highway. The number and location of driveways, which may be granted, will be based
on usage, interior and exterior travel patterns, and current design policy of PENNDOT.
1) Normally, only one driveway will be permitted for a residential property and not
more than two driveways will be permitted for a nonresidential property.
2) If the property frontage exceeds 600 feet, the permit may authorize an additional
driveway.
3) Regardless of frontage, a development may be restricted to a single
entrance/exit driveway, served by an internal collector road separated form the
traveled way.
2. DRIVEWAY DESIGN REQUIREMENTS IN THE PENNSYLVANIA CODE
The ability of a driveway to safely and efficiently function as an integral component of a
highway system requires that its design and construction be based on the amount and
type of traffic that it is expected to serve and the type and character of roadway which it
accesses. Chapter 441 separates driveways into four classifications, based on the
amount of traffic they are expected to serve. A description of each classification and
typical examples of land uses normally associated with each follows:
1) Minimum use driveway (Figure 5.3). A driveway normally not used by more than
25 vehicles per day, such as:
 Single family dwellings, duplex houses; or
 Apartments with five units or less.
2) Low volume driveway (Figure 5.4). A driveway normally used by more than 25
vehicles per day but less than 750 vehicles per day, such as:
 Office buildings;
 Elementary and junior high schools; or
 Car washes
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3) Medium volume driveway (Figure 5.5). A driveway normally used by more than
750 vehicles but less than 1,500 vehicles per day, which normally does not
require traffic signalization, such as:
 Motels;
 Fast food restaurants; or
 Service stations and small shopping centers or plazas.
4) High volume driveway (Figure 5.6). A driveway normally used by more than
1,500 vehicles per day, which often requires traffic signalization, such as:
 Large shopping centers; or
 Multi-building apartment or office complexes.
Driveways Adjacent to Intersections
Driveways serving properties adjacent to a highway intersection shall be subject to the
following:
1) There shall be a minimum ten foot tangent distance between the intersecting
highway radius and the radius of the first permitted driveway.
2) The distance from the edge of pavement of the intersecting highway to the radius
of the first permitted driveway shall be minimum of 20 feet on curbed highways
and 30 feet on uncurbed highways.
Multiple Driveways
Multiple driveways serving the same property must be separated by a minimum
distance of 15 feet measured along the right-of-way line and 20 feet measured along
the shoulder, ditch line, or curb. When the distance between multiple driveways is 50
feet or less measured along the shoulder or ditch line, the area shall be clearly defined
by permanent curbing. This curb shall be placed in line with existing curb or two feet
back of the shoulder or ditch line on uncurbed highways. It shall be extended around the
driveway radii to the right-of-way line.
Curbing
Requirements for curbing shall conform to with the following:
1) The highway occupancy permit may require the installation of curbing wherever it
is required to control access or drainage, or both.
2) Wherever property abutting the right-of-way line could be used as parking area,
the permit may require curbing, permanent guide rail, or fencing to be
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constructed along the right-of-way line in order to prohibit vehicle encroachment
upon the sidewalk or shoulder area.
3) If, in the opinion of PENNDOT, there is a high probability that vehicles would
otherwise utilize a portion of the property frontage other than the approved
driveway to gain access to the property, the permit may require curbing or other
physical barriers to be constructed.
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